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ecurity crackdown

I ;.

HOMECOMING H JS UP

\

1

ets four arrests
during the argument , Lacy said

posses.sion of the weapon constitutes an
assault and if convicted, Terrell could

Staff Repater

Hil

F ur Howard University students
have been arrested in recent weeks
foll wing a crackdown by the
univ rs.ity 's security division.
c latest arrest occurred
sday when Antoine Terrell, a
who resided in Carver
1 was
amos! ed and charged with
dea y weapon.
S t. Harpld Lacy ,
Howard

•

face a maximum penalty of 10 years.
Reports were made to Howard

security and the Metropolitan police .
following the incident and preliminary
investigation was launched before the
arrest was made.
Three more arrests occurred last
week \\'hen two Howard students, along
with a former student at the university,
were charged with receiving stolen
property.
Uni ersity security, sai the actual
Daveed Normand and Marcus
assa It ~rred on, Aupist 27, when Sanders, both sophomores and
Terr II got into an t!rgttylent with residents of the Plaza, were arrested
anot er s1udent over ferrlale Plaza with ~eeta Sirrunons, who attended
res1 nt.
the university last year.
''
nt1y t\llo male students were
All three were arrested following an
invo ved in an altercation over a female investigation by the security division
stud nt. Some verbal threats were foll owing a burglary in the Plaza in
levie before the suspect produced an ' August.
alle d handgun,'' Lacy said.
though the gun was not fired see AflRESTS. page 15
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Some administrators wony Umt Public Enemy'sI c:ontroverslal Image might att.11ct the wrong ·element• to campus.

Public Enemy to headline concert?

Five-year · B.A.
. may become
the- norm

Hilltop Staff Reporter

By George Danials
Hilltop Sta1I' Repater

4 hile studies show that many
Howard students arc deciding , to take
more than the traditional four Years to
cortiptete
their
undergraduate
pro~ the reasons for such a move
vaJ'Y[ according to one's major,
~esults of a study by the Office of the
Dcah of Adrnisfilon.s and Records show
that ! only 16 percent of the incoming
freshmen in 1984 completed their
edubation in four years; 45 pei-cenl of
those students graduated after spring

1988.

•

F

I

c.ompares to rcc.ords at lhe U.S.
DcP,artment of Education which show
in ~ 1980 sample of more than l,CXXI
entqrtng college freshmen. 22 percent
graifuated within the same time.
·~ [students who do not gra~uate
wi~ the recommended four years] is a
nat ~onwide trend,'' said
William
1
She rill, dean of admissions and
r
ds. He attributes the number of
Ho ard students who choose the five or
mo year plan to the necesstity many
stud nts have of findihg off-camp~

I

•

' By Shllutae Brown

.H, R-

stanclarc way of writing. Last Tuesday,

see TEACHER. page 10

acaClemic teaching freedom of
En~ professor Anne Detrick was
thre tened last week after she was
tenn nated for pas.sing out -a paper to
som of her classes that contained some
ionable language.
paper Detrick handed out was a
sho story written by a fonner student.
She said she was using the paper
be.cause it was written in black 'aialect
and was discussing the perceptfons of
g
or acceptable writing.
~

after one of her students topk the

pap r to the dean's office and
com lained 1hat it was religiously
offe 've to her, Detrick found herself
und r scrutiny for distributing the
artic e . .
I a letter addressed to Detrick from
Viet ria Arana, ch~alrwoman of the

Engl
_

see STUOE~ page 15

the udcnt that it was not only ''morally
offe sive" but also
''racially
'tive .., Furthennore, it promoted
arity" and did not teach the

1Jl1e

.'

employment.
According to Sherrill, more than half
of
the stu dents enro lling in the
wtiversily in the fall of 1989 came form
single- parent familtes. He says that a
look at the income levels ~o f many
Howard students' familie s and the
numbers of students actually receiving
financial aid would show why many
students find it necessary 10 work.
One such .student who has opted to
work throughout his five years is
Earnest 01.ambers., a filth -year busines.s
management major from Richmond,
Va.
'' I've been working and making at

Arana told Detrick not to return to teach
her classes.
However, Arana did not have the
power to fire her. aarence Lee, acting
dean of Liberal Arts, reinstated Detrick
the next day. Arana said she didn' t feel
she was at libeny to talk about the
. . '
s11uat1on.
Lee also declined to talk about the
incident,
"I would rather not discuss it. When
you start talking about people 's jobs, it
becomes a very touchy subject that I
would like to avoid."
Detrick said that she was trying to
show that black dialect was not ''bad'' or
lfllinlelligent language.
''I don ' t think that most of my
students have been exposed to the idea
that black diaJect can be rich, textured,
and packed with every bil as real
communica1ive power as the language
of academia,., Detrick said.
"I find it ironic that black dialects can
be found in any number of literature
texts in Founders, and yet they' ftIC
considered off-limits to freshman
writers!'
•

Staft

'

Jerome Coleman one of
many 4-year + students.

ttiderlts aid Prof.
red for 'vulgarity' .

•

departmen~

Arana agreed with

camp~ didn' t know who they were at the time o f lhe performance. ~a ward

By Lisa M. Miiier

•

Howard University has stepped out of a history of jazz and k>Ve song
concerts and final!)' into the \vorld of hip-hop. Or has it?
Accord ing tb Janel Jones, Homecomin~ Committee Olai
man, the
c.ontroversial rap group Public Ehemy ti;s been aelected
headline
Howard's annual hon1ec.oming'f>Op concert. However, at pr6ti , Jones
said she has only received a verbal commiltmenl from the gro
Howard has been known traditionally for having bouble in
· g big
name popular acts for homecoming concem. In 1980, the Mass Ptjxluctiorw'
Mtume concert was cancelled because only 130 out of 3500 tidkets were
sold . Sin&er Patti Labelle saved the day that year by 01ng an
''Afterhomccoming Concert'' 24 nours later.
The Homecoming Commiite ma~ councer that in1988 they had Guy, but
Guy's album didn ' t become popular until 1989. 1be majority of st
nts on

may again counter that last year Stephanie Mills put on an excell ent show.
But many students romplained that they wcre11' t go ing to pay to hear love
songs for homecoming.
"None of the roncerts have been very interesting. Ho,vard needs some
popular groups, beca~e no one wants to see a concert like the o ne they had
in 1987 with Nona Hendrix! '' said Wanda Jones, a nursing major.
But the road to selecting a current popular act for the co11~ has been a
path troubled with obstacles for the homecoming committee. ''Everybody
wt.nt on tour this summer and they were tired, or either tl1ey wanted to be paid
a lot of money," said Jones, ''A Jot of people lhlnk that Howard has money,
but we have a small venue and limited dollars."
Because of the delay in the announcement of the pop concen act, rum,prs have
been circulating across the campus as to who the musical group would be.It
wu rumored that Bell, Biv, Devoe was a group invited to perfonn by the

see CONCERT, page 15

Ms. Howard
mix-up results
disqualification

·- ------By Kevin Chappell
H~ltop Staff Reporter

~

Belinda i.ightfoot-\Vatkin s,
acting director of Student
Activities, admitted she made a
mistake when s~ verified that
Brooke Barrick, a trans fer
student, was qualified to c.ompete
in the Ms. Liberal Ans Pageant.
·•11 was an oversight on my
pan," said Watkins, who has been
advisor for the Ms. Howard
Pageant for 11 years.
It was only after Barrick won
the pageant that Watkins realized
she had not earned the 30 credit

·

'

l

'cipa.te

hows at Howard required to
in the Mt. Howard Pageant.

Barrick was informed, d~g the
pageant"s rehearsal on Mondaf• that
although she has earned 52 ho"'l' only
15 were earned at Howard, which made
her ineligible.
.
"I was shocked. Afterwards, ' I was
angry and felt cheated," said
who was the favorite by some to Jin the
Mt. Howard Pageant. "I put a lot df time
and effort into the Ms. Liberal' Arts
Pageant I would not have, if I wlu not
going to qualify for the Ms. H ard
Pagean~" she said.
Barrick Said she thought that since
Howard had accepted her tr nsfer

sbic1c,

1

I

•

Delptte dlsquallflcatlon by the homecoming board,
Brook• Barrick continues to practice tor pageant
credits, they were now considered
credits 'earned at Howard.'
She
pointed-out a statement in the
university H-Book which defined a
'Cumulative Grade Report (CGR)' as a
report 'reflecting all grades earned al
Howard University.'
She said,
according to her CGR. she has 52 hours

' earned at Howard.'
However, Watkins said the
CGR reflects grades. no! credits,
earned at HO'Ward and Barrick's
grades didn ' t transfer, only her
credits. \Valk.ins also said the CGR

see PAGEANT, page

15 ·
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Soutli Africa

UDC protest continues

• Hundreds of recent deaths rai
concerns

So1ne students return to classes as deina11ds are 1net

See page 9

By OUentlllli Johnson
Hilltop Std Reportw

• Campus tape vendors offer the

latest sounds at budget prices
See page A3

Hetjrt researcli

• Rekarchers link anger

to heart

disease

See page 14

Spikers Victorious
o Arlinda Pierre leads lady Spikers

MEAC suoxss
See page 17
to

• J

protesting students.
- - - - - - - - - - - - v' "l feel good about us standing up for

Bootleg Tapes

• Congressional Black C.aucus
fashion show features well-known
celebri1ies
See page 11

\

\

INSIDE

Black Caucus

•

After a week of protests, students at
the University of the District of
Columbia appear to be wining their hard
fouaht battle against the school 's
administration and board of trustees.
The latest student victory occurred
when Judy Chicago, the artist Of
"Dinner Pany'', the painting that was
one of the initiating factors in the
protest, decided to take back her
artwork. An estimated 1.6 million
dollars would have been spent to
renovate a library to -to contain the
utwork. It was a major oomplaint of the

the demands. We need to hold out as
long as it takes. I' m glad that the school
is fmally unified," said Christopher
Hawkins, a UDC student.
During this past week, several Board of {
trustee members agreed to the students
demands and announced they would
resign their positions on the board.
Among those that have agreed to step
down are Nira Long, the chairperson of
the board. The other seven members
that have resigned are, Rev. Aknighton

Stanley, Arthur Reynolds, Helbert 0 .
Reid Sr.., Lourdes Mirando, Alonza T.

see PROTEST, page 10
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Meridian thefts cause alann
By George Daniela

rooms, which were not all on the same
floor .

''The persons who got that key were

,.lllop StaW Repo<ter

very, very selective in the rooms they
A recent string of unlawful entrances
into rooms at Meridian Hill Hall this
past weekend has prompted a major
push for more concern and security at
the residence hall.
Rev. Nathaniel Thomas. residence
counselor for the dormi1ory, said five
rooms were entered unlawfully this
weekend and three were burglarized.
Thomas said the perpctrator(s) used an
old master key to gain access to the

went to," 10omas said. 'The university
investigators as well as- Metropolitan
Police are investigating the incidents."

As a result of the weekend 's
occurrences. the university is placing
round-the-clock security in Meridian

from today until 9 a.m. Tuesday
morning. Lawrenc.c Dawson, chief of
Howard University Security, · said
Meridian will join the HarTief Tubman
Quadrangle, Mary Mcleod B~nc

/

Hall and Howard Plaza Towers as
residence

halls

with

in-building

security. The Quadrarigle and Bethune
have had such security since September
19, 1990.

Dawson said efforts are being made
to staff the other university residence
halls with round-the-ck>ck security.
''We are in negotiations with Vice '
President (Steve] Favors for funding," _
Dawson said. Favors is Vice President"
for Student Affairs.
Thomas held a mandatory meeting
see MERIDIAN, page 7

RISING TO THE CALL OF COMMUNITY SERVICE
PHOTO

ev ~

FUl..J.ER

M a politician, Va. Govemc/r L Douglas Wiider, Is- famlllar with serving the public.

1lder rettims to legal alma mater

I

:>rnor returns to Howard Law School to address politicnl is?ites
American political landscape, an d changing public sentiment i11 Anlcrica.
many unsuspecting individuals \Viii -Oe S<tid ··Tidal waves are very difficu lt to
•
caught oomplctely off guard.
'tjefoct initi11lly bccal1se they arc us11ally
Speaking in Housto n Hal l on · caused by a sizable cruptio11 deep \\ i1 hin
Howard's west campus. he said. ''From ·the ocean fl oor.
the marble walls of power and influCl1ce
·;Ho,veycr, as it ct7a,vs n1uch closer to
in the nation's capital to over-taxed the sl1orcline, it bui lds i11to a n1assivc
communities of middle class America .-,\vall of Water capable of drast ically
IO the steadily worsening pligh1 of
Changing the la11dscapc before it,'' he
forgotten America, the intensity of a ~aid.
tida1 wave of discontent and a desire for
\Vil dcr gave ar1 cxan1plc of s11ch a 11
profound change is beginning to fil\ 1he ··eruption'' for change by describing
American people ."
actions taken by the citi ze ns in
;. Wilder, describing 1he o~gin of a
tidal wave and its relatie>in to the see WILDER ' page 7

Ula M. Whb

1

etuming to the school 1ha1 ,;took
him when no one else would," L.
Do glas Wilder, goVernor of the
Co monwcalth of Virginia, returned
Mo day to the Howard University
Sc
of Law to speak with students,
fac lty, and· administratio n about
poli ks in America.
ilder, a 1959 graduate of 1he la\\'
said a tidal wave is surging
the seemingly tranquil
'

~I

I
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BELIEVE IN MY SELF

I AM POSIT! VE AND FEEL GOOD /<BOUT MYSELF
I HAVE CONFIDENCE IN MY ABILITIES
UNLEASH M
Y POT ENTIAL

I~

•
'

806-6866 I

6

TAKE A CHANCE ON ME AND SEE

7

IFTHE BERLIN WALL CAN BE BROKEN. SO CAN RACISM

8
9
10

t ST1nvt:' TOR '.EXCELLENCE
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Advertise in

I HHUE CONFIDENCE IN MY EDUCATION
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During their Fourth Annual Sleep Out for the Homeleaa, membet s of Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity, Inc. were Joined by a member of the Sigma Gamma Rho

Sorority, .Inc. and other Greek letter organizations
\

on

Wednesday evening •
.

•

THE POWER IS IN ME
EDUCA !ION: I AM SERIOUS ABOUT IT

'

HAVE STRONG FE,E LINGS SUCH AS THE ABOVE?
EXPRESS THEM IN A I 00% COTTON T-SHIRTll
SIZES -- S,M,L,XL . IN - BLACK, RED, BLUE, WHITE
CHOOSE I SLOGAN ". T-SHIRT SIZE AND COLOR AND
SEN D $ 12 IN CHECK OR MONEY· ORDER • $2 50 (SH IP PING
AND HANDLING) TO

•

INTER N ATIONAL T-SHI RTS,B OX 7603
ATHENS, GA. 30604.
Allow 3-6 weeks for delivery

.'

t

·-

''

•

'
•

•

ted to Wavr. State's Ph.D. progan. -..tth ~ provided

du"Tig the period of thW grod.J-

cta sh .dies.

•

App#cairs lhotk.J hold ,,.,.

SoctwlotsdegH(or~tto

f9Cfllve It bel&t. Sepfetrb« I.
19?1)
and rrw.Jd haw honor
point O\wraw•• not lower #llln
2.5 on a 4.0M:!Ole.

To rece!V._ m
Pl•Cll

COl"f'1J6ete

moll to:

~::ob 1,
Ce>Lpon ond

Pod-loccalao.eat. fttogro11
ln'lb1etAAt11

,_...,,~.._

~ Slolo l.1-.ny

•

\

Oftlceoltho-

0.trolt. f'lltc~ I e2Q2
Telephone;
577-2309

(3;)

------------- ----------'

I
I
I ...,,,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I
I Cly _ _ __
I
I
- - -------I
AppHcallon Deadline: March

'

Addl••----------YIQyrlltSlatelW••v
11, 1991

------------ ---------Wo1• .... llllllfUllfll•..,llCM.._. 11111tw••I T ::r:aoclluo•••Sl"t•.
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The General Assembly budget
commincc, composed of the HUSA

UGSA PAYS

TRIBUTE TO

President April Silver. HUSA Vice
President Ras Baraka, UGSA

81 A,CK MEN

Coordinator Murphy Bell, UGSA

The; Undergraduate Student

Financial Advisor Daryl Davidson

Assembly will hold its ''Men of the
Year '' recognilion dinner on
Sunday, October 7, at 7 p.m. at the
- Washington Plaza Hotel's Federal
Hall located at
Vcnnont and

and HUSA Financial Adviso r
Timothy Jones. received propooals
totaling approximately $90.000.

Mas,,achusetts Avenue NW.
Among this year's honorees arc
Ronald

Brown,

tapes oft r lower quali
• I "
per. pn~es, students _say

Democratic

National Committee Chairman,
Louis Sullivan, U.S. Segetary of

. By Shandra L McDonald

OAK RIDGE

OFFERS

I AB

EXPERIENCE
The Oak RidgC Science and
En!gineering Research Semester

_Health and Human Services, J
Georgetown University Basketball (ORSERS). offers college juniors
Coach John Thomspon; and
Donald Temple, publ~her of Black

Networking News.
Tickets are available at the
Oamton Auditorium box office for
$6 each or a table of 10 for $60.

For more information. call 8066918 or 806-6919.

HUSA ACIS ON
BUDGET
1
·

PROPOSALS
Tbe Howard University Student
I Association General Assembly
- will meet Tuesday, October 9, at 8
p.m. in the Armour J. Blackbum
Center Forum to discuss the
1
' allocation of $22,768.29 from !he
budget. The funds will be
distributed
lo
campus
organizations on the basis of
proposals submitted last month.
All General Assembly members
must be present. Intere sted
students are invited.
The General Assembly is
composed of the members from the
Undergraduate Student Assembly,
the Graduate Student Assembly,
and HUSA 's president and vice
president.

'

I and

seniors an opportunity for
hands-on research al Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) in
Tennessee during the academic
year.
ORSERS is part of a nationwide
project endorsed by the U.S.
Department of Energy to increase
the quality and quantity of students
preparing for careers in science.
mathematics, and engineering.
Interested students must be U.S.
citizens or permanent resident
aliens, at least 18 year of age and
havf' rQmplcted their soohomore
year at an accredited U.S. college or
university . Students must also be
pursuing a degree in science,
mathematics, or engineering. A
3.0 grade point average 1s
recommended .
For more information, contact
ORSERS
Program
Manage r
Ernestine Friedman, Scien ce/
Engineering Education Division,
Oak Ridge Associated Universities.
P.O. Box 117, Oak Ridge. TN

37831-0117.
Application deadlines arc
October\ 20, 1990 for spring
semester and March 15 1 1991 for the
fall semester.

Hilltop Staff Reporla<

There are many questions \vhich
students ask themselves as they are
approaching lhe tape vendors that
blank~t the sidewalks of Howard
University 's campus. Will I be getting
a bargain by buying a ''bootleg'' tape? ls
the quality better than tapes !hat are sold
in ~tores, and what will happen if the
tape is defective?
According lo artists and students,
the advantages of buying ''bootleg''
tapes are minimaJ in comparison to the
disadvantages because not only does
the artist lose the profits by buying suclt
tapes. but one nlay even pul a sizable
dent in their wallet if ' the tape 1s
defective.
Many of the vendors in front 9f
Cramton who sell these tapes said what
the consumer gets is ''pretty good
quality." Five dollars is the average
price for the tapes. According to one of
the vendors, the reason why the tapes.
are cheaper than in the stores is because
) 'OU don't have to oav ''overhf':1rl'' 1;1...
you
in the rea:ird stores.
Richard Martinez, who works m a
record store in Gaithersburg, Md., said
that ad~antages of bu)•ing tapes in a
record store as compared to buying
'bootleg'' tapes is !hat when you buy
from a store you know ''the quality of it,
no defects on it; and if !here is a
problem, there is not a problem
1
returning it.''
Martinez joked !hat !he difference
between bU)'ing a ''bootleg tape'' and a
tape from a record store is ·'Going lo a
dqctor as- compared to going to your
next door neighbor. You kno\v it's

pafi

Pl iO I 0 BV KETH OOFl.W.i

Student questions one of the meny tape vendors. Bootleg tapes average about $5.

sell ''bootleg'' tapes and !he record
s1ores is the distributor. Record stores'
tapes arc from a distributor in the area
who is licensed to make copies of an
artists' tape. DMG is one of the n1ain
distributors in the area.
Mos1 of the vendors say thal they get
,their tapes from warehouses in
Baltimore, New York. and other cities.
be•!el;,"'
According to Jordan, the ''stock ends
Sednr' Jordan. a manager at The Wiz up'' in the warehouses only. Most of the
r,ecord store. stated th at another time the vendors may knO\V someone
difference bet\veen the vendors who \\'ho ''in their basement they have tape

studios where !hey have big albums and
make copies for them."
Many of the vendors feel their
customers benefit from buying their
tapes from them. If the tape is defective
in any way. or as one vendor stated. the
customer can return it. '' If the customer
is not satisfied then they get their money
bhck. We have a hassle-free policy."
A111hony Hargrave, a senior
chemical engineering major. did not see
any real advantage to such a policy
because what happens if lhe tape ''is

•

meSsed up, !hey might not be there !he
nexl day?''
Hargrave said that by
buying ''bootleg - tapes you were
gambli11g.''
Leavee Jordan, a junior majoring in
psychology. disagrees with Hargrave.

Leavee has heen buying ""bootleg"' tapes
for a while ''because they arc cheaper
and have better quality." She can only
remember getting a warped tape once.
Her only complain! is that they usually

see TAPES page 1o
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Spot the JetPak Commuter Book!
Ten Gne--way tickets for a mere $379. You11
save 36%-take the savings and '!';!I.ch 36%
more naughty foreign films.

•

I

I

Congratulations!You're on the scent of
the Pan Am Shuttle's-low one-way student fare
of$59'."But then you've always had a nose
for a good deal.

f

l

Chew on this. 'Travelers with taste know
.that there's no better way to travel between
Bosron, New York and Wai.hington than the
Pan Am Shuttle!

The Pan Am Shuttle's schedule gives the
flexibility of th~ nimblest athlete. Flight.
depart every hour on the half hour. No reservations neces&ll'y...just show up and go.
So, g.tting out of rown is never a hurdle.

'

·'
•

'

The Pan Am Shuttle low Youth Fares
will leave you with more dough where it counts ...
in your hand.

'

You always were quick on your feet! Pan Am
WorldPass~ The Richest Frequent 'Traveler
Program in the World~ will reallyg.t 'em
scurrying up the Matterhorn, stomping out a
flamenoo in S)llllly Spain, or dangling out of a
hammock in Hawaii. Just dial J-80().348-8000
and join Pan Am WorldPass today.

•

·J

Your finger is a wonderful digit! Use it to
onler your JetPak today by dialing these digit.,
1-800-221-1111, or contacting your travel agent.

•

-.
*The $59 Youth Fare is valid Monday- Friday 10:30 AM-2:30 PM and
7:30 PM-9:30 PM , and Sunday 3:30 PM-9:30 PM. A $49'routtl fare is
available all daY Saturday and until 2:30 PM on Sunday. Fares and schedule subiect to change without notice. A St surcharge applies fol' flights
departing Boston. Youth fares are valid for passengers 12-24 years of age
wi!h proper 10 .

•

•

FLIGHTS ON THE 1/2 HOUR BETWEEN BOSTON. NEW YORK AND WASHINGtON

'

\

'
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C's Appeal or Justice
During the last few decades, students across the
gll0be have stood up and let their oppressors know that
th re will be no peace until there is justice. Recently, the
dents at the Univeisity of the Distria of Columbia
h~ e taken steps to end the neglect of their interest and
fi
change through protest. We commend the efforts
o protesteis at UDC and encourage Howard students to
ist them in their movement towards change. •
A little over 14 years ago, UDC was established to
p ovide an adequate and affordable educational
e perience for residFnts in this area. Unfortunately, like
., any universities in this country, it has become bogged
wn by an administration that lias an agenda which
d
not appear to i11Clude its students.
Due ta; severe financial problems facing the District
g vemment, fun~ have been severely restricted at tl1e
u~iversity and cuis in spending had to be made. Sadly,
a[lot of-the cuts in tl1e budget have affected poograms that
rectly affect the student body. Also, the university
a pears to have allocated a substantial portion of its
nds to areas that ale not related to the students. For
ample, university officials there have planned to
spend nearly 1.6 million dollars to accomodate
roversial artwork. instead of allocating this huge
of money towards improving academic and support
ices. Sure, some art acquisitions bring prestige and
clain1 to their possessor . - as their administrators
lanned. HoWever, it is obvious that placing such high
gard in the revenue earning ability of controversial art
an extremely risky venture at a time when the
niv.ersiiy's financial situation has caused it to lin1it its
rvice by eliminating several programs that were
tudCnt-oriented.
As the protesters have demanded, the
n1inistration at UDC should concentrate its efforts on
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their demands seem extreme, they are necessary

because it appears that the present members of tl1e
Board of Trustees·the group they seek to remove, have
been unable to get the job done and, tl1erefore, sl1ould
be ousted.
AJso worth mentioning is the involveme11t of ·our
very own HUSA administration in the protest. HUSA
was instrumental in providing supJX>rt and guidance to
protesters wl1ilF formulating the nians for the takeover.
The actions of our HUSA admidistration indicate that
their concerns about the future of black people extend

•

beyond this campus. \Ve also commend the efforts of
HUSA and hope that they will continue to provide
leadership on our own campus.
The stnlggle for justice has never been limited to
one place or time. We must support students at UDC
in their quest for a be~ter managed uniyersity.
Although the physical takeover of a building and the
forced cancellation of classes. may not seem to be in the
best interest of everyone involved, sometimes drastic
measures have to be taken for change to occur.
Furthennore, it is apparent that we would not have
tasted a crumb of success _during our protest witl1out
the support of others. By ·donating food, blankets a11d
time we could assist the students in obtaining justice.
Hopefully, then there will be peace.
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Letters to the Editor
What 's the Bursar's office missing? Some say courtesy
Dear Editor.
As a ne\v entrant to Howard, J

r

?·

'
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through knee high water just 10 get through the front
doors of the building.
·
After 011ce paying a very 3ffordable rent rate.
residents of tl1e Plaza no\V pay an amount compar;1ble
to an apartment building that operates mucl1 smootl1er.
The Plaza's rent has ste:idily increased over time.
Also, because of the growing need for repairs,
reside11ts n1ay be asked to pay more. Questioiiiiig tlie
amount of rent paid, stude r1ts often ask why they arc
paying so much to Jive in what is supposed to be ai1
apartment if it is being run like a dorm. II is true that we
should not have to pay the high price of Jiving in the
plaza if we are treated like irresponsible individuals.
However, many Students Jiving there have conducted
themselves irresponsibly. It seems that by showing a
-disregard for tl1e facilities, some students should not
expect to receive the respect of others. Moreover,
some students have cOnducted then1selves in a manner
that \vould have warranted an evictio11 notice as \veil as
legal actio11 if they were living i11 any other apartme11t
building.
Many of us caru1ot afford to co11tinue to pay a11 am1
and a leg to live in an apartment building and be treated
,_.as if we Jive in a doffilitory. It is apparent from tJ1e high
cost most of us bear paying that we should be receiving
more for what we pay. Also, we cannot co11linue to act
like we are in a doffilitory ru1d expect to be treated like
responsible apartment dwellers. We n1ust exhibit
conduct fitting responsibJe 1 mature adults. If we do not
begin to do so, the Howard Plaza will begin to
resemble Sutton Plaza.

\Va.s

forewarned by many of my
upperclassman friends about the
horrors of Howard registration. They
told me to be prepared for the longest
\Vail that I wilJ ever encounte r. In fact,
niy mother (class of '64) and my aunt
(class of '68) told me that the lines
during their registration have taught
them the patience that they needed for
their careers as educators.
More
importantly. I \Vas told to be prepared to
dea l with quick attitudcS and
inse nsitivity.
To my dismay. I \11as validated
\Vithin 45 minu1cs thanks to my NCS
scholarship. Ho\vevcr. I did h:ive to
deal with very rude and obnoxious
employees of the Bursar's Office. I had

problems gc11ing my housing refund
• found myself frequently at Burr
and
Gym trying to get my $150.
My parents have always taught me to
be courteous and polite to my elders
and, in tum, you will get the same.
WeJl ...... Welcome
to
Howard
University! In many of the jobs I have
had, 'l.fter a long day without a break. I
wannlJ• wanted and accepted anyone
who said, ''thank you,'' or ''that was very
kind of you." or some sort of gratitude.
In turn. I have tried to practice this. I
have made it a habit to say,''thank you,''
''may I,'' and '"please'' \vhenever I had to
make a lr'dnsaction. Despite this. I have
had eyes rolled at me. teeth sucked. and
been told, ''That's not my problem! Go
wait in that line!'' \Vid"i no emotion or
concern.
I kno\v these men and women have to

deal with many students \vbo havC little
regard for their feelin~ and a general
lack of respect (not to say that all
students arc like this.) However. this
does not mean that you have to take your
inability 10 cope with others out on me.
I go out of my way to be polite because
I know you h:1ve had a bad da)'· But
\Vhat do I get in rcturn?-not the
gratitude that I deserve. I know I
deserve n1orc respect. even if you
c:1nnot help me! I \vould h:1te to resort
to the tradi1ional t.'lctic of n1aking il
scene in order to get sonic cooperation.
Sincerely,

\

Katcem D. Murphy
Freshman. School of Business
Actuarial Science l\ofajor

THJE H:ILLTOP
KEVIN CHAPPELL, Editor-i11-C.'hief
ERIC SAfffH,

The
Plaza
o
Horrors
-

"Is the Howard PJ3Zil a dormitory or an apartment?''
a question often pondered by students at this
~niversity. However, the living conditions in the pl<iza
rd ,subsequently the conduct of the students who live
iere, makes the answer to this question obvious.
The Howard Plaza was originally built to provide
.ousinf for Howard's graduate students. 1-lowevcr,
mce many u11dergraduate students had previously been
reed to either forgo at\ending this university or to pay
mingly unbearable prices for off-campus housing,
e plaza was ope11ed to all students. At the onset, it
rovided the university with the space needed to house
i homeles.5 as well as for an affordable-price provided
a comfortable place to live near campus. It seen1ed to
s Ive Howard's housing crisis from both ends.
nfortunateJy, it was only a matter of time before the
Peasant dreams of living in a decent apartment of n1any
5
dents turned into terrifying nightmares.
Over the summer, students living in the plaza were
I ft without . hot water for weeks witl1ou1 end.
Cpnsequentl)r, there were no notices from the
management explaining why the hot water was turned
Nor. was there a letter telling how long this
. nvenJence would have to be endured. Students were
JU t ex~cted to deal with it. Frighteningly,. this type .of
~ atment suggests that some thmgs at this un1vers1ty
SI. ply ~ave not chan.ged. It appears that students are
sti
being neglected m some comers of this university.
Aipong lhe. olher har~hips that Plaza residents have had
~ rendure .mcl.ude mat! fraud, rent scams, unwarranted
le
tcrm1na1Jons, and most recently having to wade

:J

main campus and have said , they would not surrender
until their demands were met. Even though most of

Recently proposed mea s~es to introduc e
111e addition of Afro-centric teachings to tht:
rocentric-principles into our educational system in the sc hool system is not nc~ssarily a forn1 of
District have received much criticism from the \\'hite ethnoce11trism. It is ~ierely a response to the unn1et
media, perhaps because of their subsequent fear of the needs of black people. Living in a \VOrld predon1inated
subject. We acknowledge that our present educational by European principles and culture, black people get 11
stCm perpetuates the miseducation of our people, and stomacll full. of Eurocentrjsn1 every day . Furthermore,
are in fu!l support of incrbasing tl1e
Afrocentric the addition of an Afro-centric influe11ce to cducatior1
emphasis in the public school system.
would n1ake ot1r educational systen1 111ore pluralistic,
Apparently the media has only responded to tl1e since it is one of the many etl1nic influe11ces niissi11g
changes that were proposed, consequently, neglecting to fron1 the one.sided education that is dissen1ir1ated
focus on the problems caused by 1l1e
prevalent today. App..1rently our culture a11d history h;1ve l)l!e11
Eurocentric emphasis that 'is existent in most forgotten by our school S)'Stems. 1t is past tin1e that \Ve
predominately black public schools in this country. As a were remen1bered.
result of the failure of the present educational system to
Surprisingly, it appears that nearly all of the
overcome ethnic barriers, black people are crowded at efforts black people have riiade to alleviate these
the bottom of every statist ical (X>ll n1easuring acaden1ic _ deplorable conditions have been challe11ged on their
prowess. The Problen1s facing black people nation-wide merits by n1any of the san1e JXOple \vho l1elped
have i11tensified over the years. No\v the chances of a establish a11d furtl1er the current •·n1i-optic·· \'ie\v of the
young black man obtai11ing a Ph.D in this country are purpose of education in this country. Why are they
nearly 1 in 700, while the chances of that san1e )'Oung al\v<t) s <.1uest ioning the changes 1l1a1 black pcOj)le
man becoming a drug abuser is 1 in 45. He11ce, ii is ·make in response to their needs? Exte11sive problc111s
obvious that an education highlighting 1!1e have existed in our education:il syste1n for years.
accomplishments of one group and not possessing the Clearly tl1e problen1 is \\'ell \\"Ort h exar11i11i11g. This
qualities needed to facilitate complete intellectual troubl eson1e situation \ve11t virtually u11exu111i11ed
growth by acknowledging the accon1plishments of before changes were pro(X>se9 to rectify tl1e situation .
men1bers of
differe11t ethnic groups, should be It appears that n1os1 critics are against the advancen1ent
abandoned. Moreover, education should be universal, as of1black people in this country. By not supporting the
many critics of Afrocentricity have suggested, to avoid addition of Afro-centric principles to the curriculum of
the psychological subjugation of other ethnic groups. schools in the District, it appears tl1al n1a11y of then1
Unfortunately, our present system of education is not. support the ethnocentric syste111 that is in existence.
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improving the \university~s services. Moreover, faced
with problems that demand immediate attention and
with the possibility of losing its accreditation, UDC
can ill afford any more mishaps. Thus, the ~tudents are
justified in protesting.
Realizing the urgency-of the times, protesters have
proceeded successfully to seize two buildings at the
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We welcome your
letters and comments
The Hilltop welcomes your
views on any_ eublic issue. We
routinely condense letters for
space. We .also correct etrors of
style, spelling and punctuation.
We publish only original factual
material addressed to us. We do not
publish poetry or open letters.
Faculty and administrators are

encouraged to write and share their
ideas and innovations.

Send to: Letters to the Editor
The Hilltop

4th St. N.\V.
Washington, D.C. 20059
2217

,

Letters as well as conunentaries
must be typed and signed, complete
with full address and telephone
number.
The opinions expressed on the
Editorial Page of the Hilltop do not
necessarily refled the opinions of
Howard
University,
its
administration, The Hilltop Board or
the student body.
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ere are all the- Liberals?
•

verylxxly tells you that American urban An1erica. ''
citie are in a state of financial and
Dinkin 's explanation was corre,ct,
soci I crisis. The evidence seems so but didn't go far enough. The United
helming
that
alternative States is fractured by race and class.
ents aren 't even heard.
About forty percent of all Americans
Philadelphia, the city government live in central cities.
They are
n operating with a deficit for twO disproportionately black and Hispanic,
This September, a major bank frequently unen1ployed or n1arginally
ew its support for part of a loan, ... en1ployed .
Their publication
leavi g officials predicting that the traru;portation systen1s are failing, their
city ould be inso~ent within weeks. schools aren' t properly educating their
May r \Vilson Goode balks at demands kids, and crime is so bad in many
by sate officials to increase taxes,
neighborhoods that people arc fearful of
bccau
this would only increase the going out after dark. But should we
exod s of Philadelphia's iniddle class blan1e the victinlS, or understand the
root c.1uses for this crisis?
Dr. Manning Marable
The Republican party largely writes
off the cities in its political equations.
to !he suburbs.
The GOP caters to the intere..'its of the
oC roit's JX>pulation has declined largely white suburbs. The cities in the
from .8 million 30 years ago to barely rusts and snow belts remain heavily
one rry11ion today. Vast sections of the Democratic, but since 1968. only one
• inner ty. are plagued by crack, drive- Democrat has been elected to the White
by shdotings and crime.
House.
Urban policy atrophied, as
Bu the greatest outcry about the con.<>ervative federal officials told cities
urban ·sis focuses on the city- many like New York to· ''Drop Dead.'' Now
Amcri ns Jove to hate: New Yoik. the p:>litical chickens arc coming home
Two t au.sand residents of that city are to roost. Crack dealers who terrorized
murdc ed each year, and hundreds of black and Hispanic teenagers in central
thous ds more are the victims of rape. cities are finding their way into the
butgl ry
and
robbery .Violence suburbs.
Ma ssive poverty and
incre ingly seems to have become a unemployment reduces America ' s
way o everyday life. Ust year, New overall. productivit)'.
York
lice officers conftseated more
The Reagan-Bush strategy for
than 6,000 weapons, only a tiny addressing urban problems was
of the firepower in the hands of essentially nledieval-let 's l:>uild a
I
Is. This month. New York 's walled fonress surrounding the golf
'Gov . Mario Cuomo called for the courses, shopping malls, private
appoi tment of an additional 5,000 schools and tennis C.OlJrts of white upper
oops. But the grisly death of a Utah middle class society. But as the Census
tourist who was murdered in a New of 1990 reveals, the cities' problems
York subway trying to protect his will continue to 35.'iume a critical role,
from a robbery was. for many. precisely because the size of the co re
blow. Time magazine 's cover urban populations, African-American.'i
s tory projected N ew York as a and Hispa nics, .will OOuble in the nex1
metro litan mess. an urban disaster 25 years.
sin and debauchery. Fifty-nine
of all New Yorkers polled
De spite the loss of urban
claim !hey would ''leave the city'' if populations: in Detroit and elsewhere.
they o ly could.
cities continue lo be the vital centers of
Litl e noted was the articulate
music, finance, and education .
rejoin r by the city's much-n1aligned C ies are tlie examples of both the worst
mayor. David Dinkiru;. ''Our creativity a , best aspects of any civilization:
in me ting the challenges of urba'\ What's needed is a domestic Marshall
Americ has been severely limited ' not Plan for the nation's central cities.
by the ill of our people," the mayor Instead of spcCdin~ $300 billion next
noted, ' ut by the painful withdrawal of year for n1ilitary weapons. we should
the fed ral and state govcmn1cnts from strengthen domestic security by using
Ameri an urban · life .'"
Dinkins our resource to · build public transit
denou ced what he termed the systems. improve schools, establish
''nation cleavage between rural and . health clinics and create jobs in cities.
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When the end of the Cold War was
declared by bot~ the Soviets and
Americans. most of my political friends
were over overjoyed. After all, they
v.'ere on 1he left, and it was difficult to
distinguish to a mas.s audience between
their advocacy of p:>licies such as full
employment,m reductions in the
Pentagon budget, women's rights,
affinnative action and increased social
welfare spending with the . views of
''Communists.'' In a country fed for
forty years on the sterile rhetoric of Joe
McCarthy, Richard Nixon and Ronald
''Evil Empire'' Reagan, anything left of
cente! was smeared as the brainchild of
the
''International
Communist
Conspiracy.''
The end of hostilities with Russia
meant thal American progressives no
longer had to explain that their
opposition to the massive nuclear and
oonventional weapons arsenal of the
U.S. wasn't ''unAmerican';; that our
belief in a job as a buman right for aJI
wasn't "sinister''; and that our
opposition and criticism of American
military adventurisrri abroad, from
Grenada
to
Lebanon 1 wasn't
;'unpatriotic.''
Progressive politics
would sarely benefit from the projected
peace dividend the savi.J1gs generated
by
reductions
in
Pentagon
expendit\1res, and the peaceful
economic conversion from bombs to
human needs would reconstruct our
central cities and poorest areas.
Alas, our hopes for transcending the
politics of banality, nurtured by the
stupidity of conscivatives. was fatally
flawed by two factors.
First. 1he
international axis of world politics
suddenly shifted
from east-west to
north-south . The oonflict with Iraq has
been used to justify continued military
expenditures. forgetting about all the
waste, graft and corruption which is
endemil..'. to the business of arms
production.
Saddam Hussein has
become the convenient justifica'tion for
the militarism and reaaionary policies
of the Republican's and many
Democrats. One could even argue that
if Hus.scin didn ' t exist, someone like
him would have to be crr.ated. Keep in
mi11d that when Turkey invaded
Cyprus. the U.S .
didn't mumble
opp~sition; when ·Israel invaded
Lebanon and carried out military
actions. the U.S. winked its approval .

2 Li ~ Crew not too live

banned in Miam~ 2 Live
Crew
onned to a s all but cheering
crowd
esday nigh! a a local club in
dow11to
D.C.
l
The
nowned 2 Live Crew rap
group w o were ·recently censored a1'd
banned
Miami, Florida, excited ' a
preclomi antly male crowd at the 930
Club of Street, NW. The seen\: was a
smoke filed stage and dance floor with

Records, owned by Luther Campbell,
the lead singer of the group, gros.scd
over 17 million dollars last year and is
expected to gross an estimated 34
million dollars this )'ear. So obviously
binning 2 u . .·e Crew has in all actuality
promoted the group to unforeseen
fonune . With 14 other groups under
their tecording label, including Poison
Clan an0d Professor Griff, this is
certainly just the beginning of
Cydn
K. Jones
Campbell 's money-making ability, not
talcpt.
pornogra ic cartdbns on the video
When the Poison Oan waS done
screens, ery SJJrprising seeing that cursing, because it certainly was not a
there was ~ age limit, except to driru.: of performance, 2 Live Crew took the
CO~. P.oison Oan was the operung stage • wirh their '' Oh Me So Horny
act and
y referred to themselves Girls'' and began their vulgarity. •·face
proudly
the ''baby 2 Live Crew." down, a- up, that 's the way we like to
With lyri such as ''When I get a - , , f-'' sounds like a very personal
when I ge a - , w~n J..get a - , I'm problem. of Mr. Campbell 's.
Every
gonna let a I the boys
'1bet," they are wo~an was referred 10 as a b
or a
certainly n their way ~o becoming whore, and ir is incomprehensible how
another ra group like 2 Live Crew. anyone could enjoy Listcqins, 10 such
Why woul anyone want tb follow in 2 disgusting and degradirlg lyrics .
Live Crew s footsteps you may ask? Nevenhcless, one of the few fc111ales in
Possibly ecause Luke Skywalker the crown who was asked to go on suige,

y
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Melanie Siders, was remarkably
shocked when they grabbed her by the
hair, threw her on lhe floor and pulled up
her skirt. When asked if she would ever
return to see 2 Live Crew she replied
··well, yes, but next lime I would make
sure that I didn't wear any makeup and
looked real bummy so they won't pull
me On stage." (as if they really cared
what she looked like.)
The dancing of the ''Oh Me So Horny
Girls'' w:is fa( from anythlng of talent ,
and in between the vulgarity there was
nothiflg worth. listenii\g lo about 2 Live
Crew. They ended . their concert with
their only song cleanlenough to play on
the _radio, ''Banned in the U.SA. Any
one under 18 should not be allowed to
listen to such filth and anyone over 18
should be embarrassed to buy an album
that degrades humans the way 2 Live
Crew d~..•~~w~ver, eve.ryone should
have the frec!i§org; to choose and decide
for themselves what they want to hear
and What they don't want to hear. No
one has· the right to take Iha~ freedom
away.
'

Perspective
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Howard Plaza Towers' blues:
Headaches and more headaches
Headaches, hdadaches and more
headaches. Is ir .humanly po.s.sible to
remain sane while µving at the Plaza? I
don 't think so.
When we first learned about the
Plaza and found out that it would be for
graduate students only, jealousy
enraged our hearts. Then, by some
n1iraculous fate, w6i'"d got out that

LaRena Louis
•

undergraduate students would be able
to inhabit this ''academic village."
Mistake or great idea? WelL when
students first moved in last year, the
Plaza nightmare started. Some of the
tenants showed their immaturity,
ignorance and
disrespect for their
neighbors by blasting radios day and
night, knocking holes into walls,
playing with the fire alarms on the
elevators and in the hallways and worst
of all. graffiti all over the place. Now is
that yc5ur idea of college tife? I don't
think so.
Many tenants have already stated
their complaints about the price of the
Plaza, then on on top of all that, they
have to live with ignorant fools who
don 't appreciate the beauty of anything.

Crash! One white man with a gun
and his black driver burst into a bank
and shoot the guard. They take ltheir
loot, divide up the booty and purchase
tickets to Bennuda. The black
is
subsequently arrested and charged jwith
murder ~hile his white cohort gets
away clean. Is this justice?

mf

lust

I remember slavery
as you j do.
My mother w3.s noc allqwed on certain
beaches or in certain stores ju.sl as yours

was not I have been

'

'

quality.

Take for instance a dooble

studio which consists of only two
bedrooms, a kitchen and a bathroom.
This studio costs$710 and doesn't even
have a balcony, living room, or include

parking space. Now I ~ you does that
make any sense? I don't think so.
When many students left home for
college they assumed that college

would be a place for learning
responsibility, maturity and respect.
However, I would like to know what
happened to the select few that insist on
acting like preschoolers. When will
they ever grow up? When will they
reali7.e life is more than fun
~
Who knows? As for now, the plaza is.
still the ''good times'' in full effect. ' The
parties every night, the pulling of the
fire alarms, the 'New York Rules 'on the
walls, and the loud music at 3:00 in the
morning all add up to one more thing:
headaches, headaches , and more
headaches.
This commentary was written in
hopes that those who live in the Plaza ,
and are suffering will read this and stand
up for their righ~. You, just like your
neighbor hav~ the right to enjoy your
days in college, except the law and rules
are on your side. You are not paying and
shouldn't have to pay (Ol headaches. I
encourage everyone who, like me, is
just sitting back and suffering. to speak
up. write letters to the property mana~er
and force him to meet your demands.
After ati you did sign a lease stating that
you wouldn't have to deal with
immature Situations. Stand up for your
rights. No one else may.
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Death In the Middle East:
Dying for America's Dream

totally disregarding the ' background.

'

Some of the pe.ople who live in the Plaza
need to be kicked out. Not b:ecause they
are ignorant and disrespectful, but
because they are breaking rules they
signed for in the the legal agreement to
live in the Plaza. Would you want to be
kept up until 4:00 a.m. because of a loud
neighbor? I don't think so.
Some students do not have the
courage to speak out about these
complaints and because of this, suffer
through their entire year. Others have
spoken out and complained about their
troubles, but certain individuals at the
Plaza were detennined to overlook
those problems and explain to them that
they're doing the best they can. The best
for what? Cenainly not an apartment
complex, maybe a dorm, but definitely
not an apartment - which brings about
the question ·of money again. Students
are paying too much for such little

•
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I am a black male at Ho~ard
University who believes that, du!c to
uniavorable
circumstances, \ the
problem in Kuwait is "our'' protilem.
However, our problem has nothing do
with oil. But, please do not mistake my
iconoclasm for intelleaual indolence. I
am neither a modem-day uncle Tom nor
a gung-ho buppie who takes sotade in
·the white man's version of I the
American Dream. Rather, I am looking
at the whole picture. We, as ~~
-An1eiicans arid Howa~ Univ~tsity
students, tend to examine to the point of
dissection ,the figure in the foregrriund
of t~e picture . while ~imultaneor.sly

'
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by police

'

for being black just as many times as reality.
Karl Marx, says the ·dominant class
you have.
Nevertheles.s, we cannot
attempt to wipe clean Our hands of this in, America is ... ''creating the means of
country in times of war, because, when its own destruction." Evidence of this is
the bomb comes it is going to drop on the savings and loan crisis.
Our protests against Nike,
black, as well as. white, neighborhoods.
We cannot postpone our resentment · Virginia Beach, and the philosophy
examples or what
and rebelLion until their decision is d6epartment are
made; it will be too late. Many of us are happens when we stand and speak.
opposed to Bush's handling of the Iraqi Hence, if we are going to stand and
speak strongly, let us stand. But if we
situation. The bottom line is American
are gqing to sit restles.sly and mumble,
policy has not changed.
1 do not approve of the then let us sit quietly until it is time to
government's handling of foreign or ,strike. Being a man is not ju.sl knowing
domestic affairs, the economy or its when to fight; it is knowing when to sit
treatment of its minority citizens: but I down and shut up. A poorly treated
count on the same government eve.rt guest does not accepc: the food and
semester. When it is time to ge1 disregard the inc:on.siderate host.
If we continue to accept scraps from
registered and validated, I am not
concerned about prejudice; I am more master's table and grumble behind his
preoccupied with ·thoughts
of back we are not men; we are slaves. By
accepting only the parts of America we
graduation. "
Police brutality is a reality we as like, we arc merely sitting on the fr.nee
blacb have to deal with. But if I am which gets us nowhere. When we do
robbed or molested in, I tum to those what is necessary in our current
same police for assistance. Veritably situation, we can throw these paltry
this is not our system . We did not desire crumbs in the master's face and walk
In the bank robbery known as
it or ask for it. Howevei, we are
immersed in it as much or more than foreign policy, master has the gun and
anyone else. I by no meam wish to we do the driving. We may just be the
minimize the ineffable atrocities that one caught and sentenced for his crimes

have been afflicted upon us, but such is

•

- death in the Middle East.
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1 B.A. Sociology, Earlham College
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M .A. Sociology, University of Virginia
Ph.D. Candidate, Sociology, University of Chicago
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technfcally confid~nt. Remember putting toys together
when you were a kid? Who reads th~ directions?
Nobody You look .at the picture of the bike and you
know exactly what to do. The Macintosh operates the
same way I actually taught a friend to use on~ in
two nunutes.
"What would rpy life be like without a Macintosh?
Scary"
For more

" don't know how anybody gets through college
t y~thout a Macintosh. Sometimes I have so many
··ighments that I barely have time for sleep. Yet my
cintosh allows me to get my work done on time,.,,· thout making sacrifices.
"Working on my dissertation and field studies
eans collecting an incredible amount of
ormation. So jumping frqm one program to
<U,other with ease is imperative, as is quickly
aking charts and graphs. ~Y enabling me
t do th~se things, Maciritqsh probably
s ves ine an hour and a half each day
''Another really great thing about the
v.i:aCintosh is that it makes you feel

II

•

•

•

information stop by
The -Bookstore at
Howard University
Why do people fove Macintoshe?

•

Ask them.
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October 1st Day raises issue of taxation without representation
'By Wendy Johnson

money in D.C. on that particular day by
putting off going to work and school,
catching public transportation and
going shopping. 'They dido 't even want

The October lst Committee,' a group
of citizens working toward resolving
the · matter of taxation without
representation in the District, asked

participants to buy a newspaper.
Their aim is to gel the federal
,

D.C. residents to stay home on Monday,
Oct. 1, to protest taxation without

government to relinquish all claims to
the authority to tax district citizens. The
committee wants Congress to enact
legislation establishing a tax system

representation.

modeled on the Mirror Tax System,

{ Tu committee encouraged voters
and taxpayers to refrain from spending

whereby all federal taxes collected from
the district each year would rema.in in
the district.

Using a quote by Patrick Henry,
''Taxation without representation is
tyranny," the c.ommittec said they arc
motivated by three basic beliefs: 1) If
injustice is wrong, then it is wrong to
accept injustice as it is to be unjust;
therefore, ...we seek justice; 2) We can
do something lo win our rights or end
our taxation; and 3) We are responsible
for lbe condition of our lives and will
accomplish. nothing as long as we wait
for someone else to change our
condition.
The committee believed that by

would have."
Donna McKane, another district
resident responded, ''I just couldn't
afford to miss work even though it was _
for a good cause.''
''The way things are going now, I
don 'I think a lot of people could afJord
to miss a day of work," added another
D.C. resident. ''I was already talcing off
from work on that day because 1 had
jury duty. If I didn't have jury duty, I
would have gone to work anyway."
Students were also asked to take off
that day as well since many of them eat

staying home on Oct. 1, district
residents would have begun to do what
they are obligated to do-to demon.wate
their desire for justice.
1

Several people insisted they
supported the cause, but admitted
theyweren't too willing to sacrifice a
whole day for justice.
''I'm a Maryland resident, but I work
in a dentist's office in D.C I couldn't
take off on such short notice without
putting my employer in a bind," said
.Vanessa Mitchell. ''But if 1 could, I

out and take public transportation.
Racquel ¥cConnico, a senior in the
School of &;5iOC$, ''I'm sure thaf it was
for a good car.se, but l need good grades.
I couldn't miss class on Monday."
According to G. R. Adams,
chairperson of the committee, they were
not soliciting or accepting monetary
contnbutions. Instead, they were just
asking for support and suggestions.
They asked more than 100
orga'\izations, including the Hilltop
and Howard tJniversity Student
Government, to lend their supp:>rt

'

----------------------------------------------------------------·
Wilder

continued from page 2

•

,
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Oklahoma who have decided that their
elected officials could on1y serve for sci
terms rather than indefinitely.
He said, ''There are clear signals that
people want something to happen, to
change. I think that certain1y sends the
clear message that people are
disgusted.''
· ~
1be gqvemor added that the average
" citi.7.Cn is disgusted with the lack of
leadership which demeans institutions
of goverrunent and jeopardizes the
future. However, he said, around the
nation there are finally more candidates
winlling office at all levels of
government who share and articulate
similar visions of the future.
'
The candidates, as he described
them, share a vision that mirrors the
emerging public sentiment and reali7.e
that the nation wants to move on
together as oppqsed to fighting between
groups and regions.
Wilder said the American people
want a concrete set of priorities
throughout government, which is what
he described as ''putting necessities
before niceties."
''People want a restoration of
balance in the mission as well as in the
function of a sound government," he
said. ''In essence, in 1990, more and
more Americans want government once

again that i$ of, by and for the people
·rather than a burden to the people.''
A specific burden which the
governor made reference to was the
_ budget negotiations that went on last
weekend in Washinglon. He said the
outcome of the deliberations clearly
showed that the decisions were not
made with the people in mind. Instead,
he said it revealed t11e strengthening of
the two-party system.
''I don't mean the Republicans and
the Democrats," Wilder said. ''I'm
speaking of the party i~side of
Washington and the party or people
outside.
''What' really happened is that the
party inside Washington stuck it to the

major:J of the American people,
middle America and forgollen
Ameri ' he said. ''It 's time for the
party OU.tside to stand up and speak
against the gross inequities saddled
upon t1¥:ir backs because of the party
inside.'1
According to Wilder, the 70 's and
80 's w; re ''decades of me and my'' in
Americf· He said·now ii is time to repair
the dalages inflicted by the exces.ses

~odd ~rJ··~ t:~d

'::? once again the

Wilder asked his audience to
remember !he will and strength of the
people who struggled in the past with far
fewer 1-uxuries than the currenl
generations are afforded. He stressed

the imporlance of public service with a
quote from Muhammad Ali which says,
''Service to others is the rent you pay for
your room here on earth,"
Wilder himself has served others in a
political capacity. He was elected as the
governor of the Commonwealth of
Virginia in November 1989. Prior to his
election, . he served as Lieutenant
Governor of Virginia. He was fU"St
elected to the Virginia Senate in 1969
and again in 1971, 1975, 1979 and 1983.
During his lenllS as State Senator,
Wilder served as Chairman of lhe
Senate Committee on Transportation,
Oiairman of the Senate Committee on
Rehabilitation and Social Services,
Oiairman of the Senate C.Ommittee on
Privileges and Elections, Oiairman of
the Virginia Advisory Legislative
Council and Chairman of the
Democratic Steering Committee. He is
also the fqundcr and former partner of
the law fir'm Wilder, Gregory and
Martin.
The governor concluded, "As we
enter the 90 '~. the surging wave of
public sentiment rapid!}' approaches tl1c
An1erican landscape and leaders have
two choices • either to recognize and
respond to the surging public sentiment
or 1hey can get an early slart on writing
their memoirs.''
Memoirs, he stressed that he would
not be writing SCX1n.
Leroy Jones, Jr., a third year Jaw
student from North Carolina, said that

•

he was very impressed with Wilder's
speech.
''Tbis is the ftrSt time I've heard him
speak and I think he's very personable,"
Jones said. ''A lot of time what you see
on television is very packaged.''
Jones added, ''His speech was
basically on the national scope, but he's
a good politician and he's not going to
say where his sights are. I think he has an
excellent opportunity to maybe get on
the democratic ticket in '92 or '96 if
that's what he decides to do."
Alice Crow, a second year law
student, was impressed by the fact that
Wilder was an alumni of the law school
who took time out to return.
''I think that students were more so
overwhelmed about the fact that he is a

Howard Law School graduate and he
came back considering that as of lately
.ve usually honor alunmi who are old or
iecease," crow said.
''It at least opens up lines of
communications so maybe other
alumni, as distinguished as he, will
return not just to be role models but as
·mentors to those of us left behind," she
added.

Meridian
continued from page 2

'

with the residents of Meridian on
Tuesday. During the one-hour
mceting,Thomas infonncd students of
the occurrences over the weekend and
encouraged them to get involved jn their
donn watch organization on their floo'rs
to prevent future break-ins.
''This is a new day. We arc under a
new administration. I am very
optimistic.'' Thomas told the students.
"I need everyone 's cooperation and
involvement to make the necessary
changes.''
....
Among the changes Thomas is
seeking are security doors to the
individual stairwells in Meridian,
similar to those in the Quadrangle and
Slowe Hall. Also, a fonner suggestion
by students in Meridian is for special
identification cards for residents of the
dormitory.
''Access to the stairwells is one
security problem," he said.
Thomas added that one major

problem with ttJc dormitory, which is
more than 30 years old, is that the locks
arc old and they arc running out of
cylinders to make lock changes.
''We are coming to a point of being
low in being able to ~hange locks,'' he
said. "The university is looking at
changing the whole entire [lock}
system.''
'
It is expected to cost approximately
$9..500 to make the necessary changes
in all 644 rooms of the building.
Following the meeting, several
residen~ of Meridian expressed relief
that the situation had been discussed
and was being monitored.
''When I ftrst heard about it, I was kind
of nervous,'' said Jason Bulluck, a 19year-old psychology majo_r who resides.
in Meridian. "I can understand some of
the ladies being scared. But I'm not
worried about getting hurt, just about
my stuff.''
''But Rev. Thomas has started taking
's uggestions on how to improve
security, so it seems pretty safe,"
Bulluck added.
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.. ."Thank you very ·much for A BLACK MAN'S BIBLE/ I've recently started a study of our
history (African) and picked up your book as part of my library. I couldn't put it down. I'll use
·· these tenets of Black Philosophy as cornerstones of my future formal and informal
education. They've fundamentally changed my personal and world perceptions." ...
\
- New Jersev reader

ADAM, TRB ALTAIC a/NG • '7HB
ClllW«BN OT TRB SUN"

""'
A Black Man'• Bible,

ISBN 0·945023·02-2, $11.95.
Ayallable locally from:
Jewels of Alon
REID-C

THINK about this idea:
.
'
• ... It was the distortion of religion, he [Dr. John Henrik Clarke] maintains,
that cripples black people to this day .. ."You cannot successfully oppress
a consciously historical people," Clarke noted during a recent interview.
"You can only oppress by taking their history and you do that by
colonizing their concept of God, make them mentally dependent on those
who would take away their freedom." ...
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Mclean, VA 22103
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Hidden forces instigate brutal violence
By D. Malcolm Carson

At:cording to many within the anti~
apartheid movement, there is a ''third
hand'' with roots in the South African

apartheid regime's securiJy forces,
which is behind the current wave of
factional violence gripping the black
JXlpulation of South Africa.
During the past two months in South
Africa, more than 700 people have died
in the black towmhips surrounding the
Johannesburg area of South Africa in '
violen~ pitting members of Chief
Gatsha Buthelezi's Inkatha movement
against members of the African

National Congress. More than 400)

have died since 1987 in similar political
viOtence in the Natal province.
Although this violence has appeared
on the surface to be the result of political
and tribal divisions within the black
community., increasingly, evidence is
\ pointing to possible outside elements
who are aiding and abetting the violence
in order to further its own agenda. These
outside el~ments are principally while
extremists, within the military-security
establishment o( the apartheid regime,
who are against the movement toward a
negotiated settlement which is currently
taking place.
There is an even more sinister
possibility that this violence is being
encouraged from the top of the white
minority government in Order to

weaken the ANC 's position at the
negotiating table.
Llndiwe Mobuza, of the African
National Congress's office in
Washington, conflffiled that ''there arc
elements of the South African _police
and military who are supplying the
weapons and actively engaging in the
murder of our people."
''Even as de KJerk says he wants a
new South Africa, you have members of
the AWB who are dedicating
themselves to the fascistic nature of
apanheid," she said.
According to the Washington Post,
''witnesses said they saw white men
wearing ski masks driving vehicles
invo lved in two separate incidents in
Soweto on Sept. 6."

In the first incident, ''black men
jumped out of a minibus and opened fire
at random on pedestrians, killing six
blacks and injuring 30.''
In the second, ''four black men
emerged from a pickup truck at a train
station and opened fire on black
commuters, killing five and wounding

14."
There was also another incident in
which '''rhites with their faces
blackened with soot were among the
estimated 100 attackers who killed 13
people with guns and machetes'' in an
attack on a squatter camp in Sowe,to.
The white attackers most likely
come from a military-security
establishment set up by the apartheid
regime to enforce apartheid, which
includes agencies such as the Civil
Cooperation Bureau (CCB). These
organizations
have
deve loped
sophisticated ''by any means necessary''
methods to reach their objectives.
The CCB, which includes senior

Press conference
promotes PanAfrican business

•

1

In

South Africa

army and police officers, former
commandos from the Rhode.$ian and
Portuguese colonial war\, ex-convicts,
gangsters and captured ANC guerrillas
''turned'' during inter'f~gation, is
known, among many other things. to
have conducted a.r;sassinations and even
once sent to Archbishop Desmond Tutu
a baboon fetus.
Mobuza dismissed attempts by the
apartheid gove_mmenl to present the
violence as black-on-black tribal
violence as an attempt ''to cover up the
relationship between the apartheid
regime and the murder of black people
by agents of that regime.''
In the Natal region, "Inkatha Zulus
were killi'n g Zulus who refused to
s upport
Inkatha,"
she
said.
Furthermore, speaking with regards to
the recent massaae on a commuter
train, Mobuza points out that ''tQose
who entered the train did not ask what
ethnic group the riders were from ."
There is also evidence of a

connection between the violence and
the South African-backed counterrevolutionaries in Mozambique and
Namibia. ''The same people, who

trained RENAMO of Mozambique and
Koevoet of Namibia, have also been
training Inkatha," Mobuza said.
Furthermore,
RENAMO
is
suspected in the train massacre because
the attaclers said nothing during the
incident ·presumably in order to conceal
their Moza.mbiquan identity and
because of the methods they used,
whiCh were reminiscent of cl:wic

RENAMO rerror tactics.
Mobuza said there is "collusion
between the South African right-wing,

·REN AMO and Inkatha," all dedicated
to seeing that apartheid is maintained.

I '

''At the very center of the violence is
the structural violenoc of apartheid. In
other words, structures created by
apartheid have to be defended through
the use of violence," she said.

,Anti~apartheid leader speaks at Howard

By Mal'N Battle
HUttop

Stan

By D. Malcolm Carson
Aeponer

He went on to point out that instead
of directing their energies at orgariizing

Hilltop Staff RepMer

Creme-colored chairs dimple~ the
expensive-looking carpet in theJ Fol>t..
Seasons Hotel room, where a press
conference was held to addrcss-.the new
democratic reforms in the sub-Saharan
African Republic of Gabon, as woll as
the increased business opportunities for
African-American businesses in this
oil-rich, equatorial nation .
The purpOOe of
conference was to
promote ties between AfricanAmericans and Africans through
business ventures, acoording to JeanMarie Coulbary, vice-president of OTC
Int., a European-based company and
spollS<?f of the oonference.
Gabon's recent transition from a
one-party fonn of government 10 a
multi-party system was given as an
indication of GabQn's readiness to forge_
clCRr relations with the United States
and other democra1ic nations. The
country is currently conducting free
elections for the first time.
According to Coulbary, ''Without

I

I

thei

•

I

I'

Cyril Ramaphosa, General Secretary

Black Investment opportunities In Gabon were discussed
L

democracy, there's no business because
you have to be able to protect their
investments." Coulbary also lhought
that democratization will improve tile
lives of average Africans as well, noting
that ''there will be more developmen1!•
with democracy.
Drifts of po lite small -talk and
conservative laughter filled the room, as
the
mainly
African-American
businessmen and women, reporters, and
interested observers, in town for the
Congressional
Black
Caucus
Legislative Weekend, exchanged
business cards and handshakes.
Glenwood P. Roane, an African·

American private attorney and pastor of
Shiloh Baptist Church in McLean,
urge~ black people to take advantage of
investment opportunities in Africa. He
pointed out, ''You 've got to in.vest )'Our
money where there's the must n1oney to
be made, and there's a lot of money to be
made in Africa."
''African-Americans need to stop
waiting for handouts," he said.
Although Gabon is the current focus

of the DTC group, they plan to highlight
business opporl!Jnities for African·
Americans in a number of othe r Africa11
countries, which have moved I0\\ ard
democratic reforms, such as Senegal.
1

of the National Union of· Mine Workers
(NUMW) of South Africa, took time out
of his busy visit to the United Stales las!
Wednesday to speak to the Howard
commun ity.
Ramapho.sa's union, which is an
integral part of the powerful Council of
South
African
Trade .... Unions
(COSATU). is the largest union on the
African oontinent. It i$ also ''closely
allied'' with the Af~ican National
Congress.
Aocording to Ramaphasa, NUMW
is a'' ...non-racial union. ! We have white
members,
so·ca ll e~
Colou red
members, so-called Indian members,
and African members."'
'
Ramaphosa spe nt jmuch of his
speech discussing the viplence which is
occurring in South Afri ca. ''Our
analysis of what is t~g place no~ is
that the South African government is
bent on trying to tmascWale the ANC,"

POSTER CONTEST FOR NCAA W

!

Campus gr_oups, clubs, and organizations may
'
participate in the NCAAW - HUAAW poster contest
.
A panel of judges consisting of faculty and staff will
select the first three winning entries . Using a point
system, entries will be rated on creativity,r
simplicity, originality, and relevance to alcohol
education and prevention Prizes will be distribut-ed
as follows :
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sharl?g with the white minority was
ANC leaders ''are en~ in dealing also . raised during the session .
with the violence ." South · Africa, ' Ramaphosa said
''The ANC has
working with Inkatha, is trying to rejected the idea of sharing power with
''demobilize the ANC.''
theD,1,'' but added, "A number of
Like many others within the anti- arrangements can be made; we will not
apartheid movement, Ramaphosa is say to hell with them.''
•
''convinced the violence that is taking
Acxordmg
to Ramaphosa, NUMW
place is actively being engineered by is ''completely committed to a policy of
people in the security fo~.''
naliOl)alization''- in order to redistribute
The law school graduate discussed the wealth and create a more just and
recent attempts by Mandela to arrange a equitable post-apartheid social order.
meeting with Otief Buthelezi as part of He pointed .out, however, ''It's not going
a wider mce.ting between the ANC and to be done in an unintelligent...fashion ."
the home land leaders, of which
Ramaphosa expressed support foi:
Buthelezi is I part. Because Buthelezi the continuation of the decades-old
''does not want to meet Mandela as a alliance between the ANC and the
'
leader of a homeland," it shows that ''he South
African Communist Party
has no inlerest in truly meeting to {SACP), insisting that there will be ''no
resolve lhe problem of violence.''
talks without [SACP leader) Joe Slovo.
Bu1helezi has indicated that he
Finally, with respect to the current
would be willing to meet Mandela a.s trial of Winnie Mandela, Ramaphe&
leader of the lnkatha movement, but - e'xpressed his belief that ''it has been

•

this, according to Ramaphosa, is only to

done to undermine the ANC."
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for the fight against apartheid itself,

Learn the quickest & easiest ways you can
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The topic of post-apartheid power·

Over 3 Million Students Will
For College Grants & Scl1olarships

National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
which will coincide with Howard University Alcohol
Awareness Week (HUAAW) w i 11 be held during the
week ~ f · IDctob.er 14-20 , 1990.
The Howard
. Univers i ty Drug Education and Prevention P[ ogram
(HUD EPP l is sponsoring a poster contest to highlight
I
this eve,nt

I

increase his own legitimacy as a factor
in the negotiations process.

Money for College

1

I

•

he said.
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CAPE TOWN, South Africa Black South Africans are deeply
divided over the prospect of a trial for
Winnie Mandela for her alleged
involvement in a 1988 kidnapping and
assault.
''If Winnie Mandela kidnapped and
hit 'Stompie,' then she should go to jail,
even if ~elson Mandela becon1es
president," said domestic worker Grace
Msini, 35, of Kha)•elitsha to.wnship near

\caiie

•

Town.

This week's decision by Attorney
eneral Klaus van Licres und Wilk.au to
rosecute Mandela - next to her
usband, Nelson, probably the most
amous of apartheiiPis opponents - is
rtain to have implications for the
rittle peace talks between the
vemment and the African National
•
ngress.
~deed, the announcement came at

1

the very mon1ent last Tuesday when the
ANC executive panel was n1eeting to
decide
whether
to
continue
negotiations.
f Some say the affair also soured
South African , President Frederik de
Klerk's visit to the United States last
week to meet with President Bush.
But while there is concern about the
tin1ing ·of the charges, there is aJso a
widespread acceptance that the
''Stompie affair'' - as the abduction,
ass.:iult and death of township activisl
James Moketsi ''Stompie'' Seipei, 14. is
called - rilust be put to rest.
Said gardener and Khayelistsha
resident Bopi Tyntsi, 28: 'This business
will be bad for Nelson Mandela. Winnie
is too important because of him and so I
don'tthinkshewillgotojailbutthetrial
will cause trouble, and maybe stop the
peace talks. But if she did those things
they are talking about, then I think she
should '1 be punished."
Mandela will stand trial with seven
members of her infan1ous and now-

continued from page 1
Detrick said she wanted her students
understand the politics of black
guage, and to question why AfricanA ericans are forced to become
ntiaJly ''bilingual."
''For some African-Americans,
bl ck dialect may be all they are
,exposed to. It is politically oppressive
to~ anyone to stifle another for the voice
th? use, whatever form the
v~ice might take.''
'I want my students to think
cri c.ally about the language they use. I
w t them to question why black dialect
is nsidered ''bad," whereas academic .
jarg n is acceptable."
though there was a student that
was ffended by the short story-, most of
1
De ck's students started a petition
op ing her dismissal. The petition
.ta
that the students understoOO the
,Jape was not lo~rve as a model, but it
was be critiqudi and rewritten by the
class
R chell ' Brown, a freshman
1
mark ting major, said, ''It would have
hurt
(the students) in the long run if

•

I

she was forced to leave. She is an
excellent teacher. She encourages you
.~<>
write
from your feelings and
I
.
•emotions. ''
Debi Mayfield, a fresh~an
journalism major was also opposed to
Detrick's temporary dismissal. , ''I
though that was ridiculous and
unrealistic. We are irl college now; we
hear those words every day."
Some of Detrick's former students
also supported her, saying they
benefited from having her as a teacher.
•
''She teaches you to express
yourSclf. I feel that I am a much better
writer. Anne did have a different
. teaching style, but it takes all kinds to
make up this world," said Keiva Bland,
a sophomore physical therapy major.
John Jackson, a sophomore film
major, said, ''When she taught us about
black dialect, she was teaching us to be
comfortable with ourselves. There is no
way we can be comfortable in a
''corporate situation·· unless we accept
'.1.'ho we are. '
Detrick said if she had been fired
permanently, at least it would have been
for something that she believed in. ''I
feel bad there was a student that was
offended. But that studenl was offended

l

'
Morobe has been effectively demoted
In December 1986, Mandela
and, as one insider put it, is ''licking enraged supporters by appearing at the
stamps in some back office Cape Town trial of a friend, Lindi..
somewhere."
Mangeliso, who was· convicted of
Her appoinlment last month as the murdering her husband. Upon leaving
ANC's chief of social welfare, which the court, Mandela was pelted with soft
the organization says she earned by drink. cans and rubbish.
beiilg the first black South African
In late 1988, Mandela caused an
woman to have qualified as a social outcry in the anti-apartheid movement
worker, has also been widely criticized. when she declared in late 1988 that
At least 100 ANC branch offices have American millionaire Robcn Brown
made rheir opposition to the had the still-imprisoned Nelson
appointment known.
Mandela's power of atto rney lo
Mandela has run afoul of public ''protect'' the Mandela name.
opinion more than once.
The trial of Mandela for the
When her exile order was lifted in ''Stompie affair'' will do little to quiet
1985, the ''necklace'' - a gasoline- critics or calm supponers.
soaked tire pushed down over the torso
''There are many in the township
of a victim and set afire - became the - who say it does oot matter whether she
fearsome
tool
of
township beat Stompie," said domestic worker
revolutionaries, many of them children Msini. ''They say she is Winnie
like Slompie.
Mandela and that is all that matters."
In April 1986, she allegedly made a (Cl1ris Erasmus is a freelanct writer in
call for total revolution: ''With our Cape TpW11, So'uth Africa.)
matches and necklaces, we will liberate USA TODAY/Apple College Informatlon
this country."
Network CCop)'ri&bt 1990

disbanded Mandela United Football slit - was found in January 1989 in a
Club - \Vhich follO\VS the co11victio11
Soweto ditch. Richardson was
earlier this year of Jerry Ricl1ardson, sentenced to death for the murder.
fonner ''coach'' of Mandela Uni1ed, fol
After the charges. were announced,
Ston1pie's murder.
ANC secretary general Alfred Nzo said
Mandela United was formed in that while no special treatment \was
1986, ostensibly as a refuge for out-of- sought for Mandela, ''The matter is now
work youngsters. But it was soon the in the hands of the courts, and as such, it
source of dissent and ronflict, with a would be improper for the ANC to ~ake
growing number of Soweto residents \any comment on the pending judicial
alleging that club members \Vere process."
responsible for violence and thuggish
Although once considered the
1
behavior.
''Mother of the Nalion," some SOulh
The diminutive Ston1pie - an Africans believe Mandela was
Afrikaans nickname for ''small one'' disgraced by the ''Stompie affair'' last
was known as the ''teen-age general," a year and only with the February 11
fiery leader of hundreds of ''co~rades'' release of her husband has she reg ned
during the 1984-86 township rebellion. some of her stature.
Stompie and three others were
Jn February, the United DemC>Cftic
abducted from the home of a So\veto Front's acting secretary general
n1inister in Decen1ber 1988, taken to Murphy Morobe said anti-ap:irt~eicf
Mandela's hon1e and beaten, according forces were ''outraged at MaQdela•s
to three survivors. The three also said complicity in the recent abduction i~nd
Mandela was present during the assault assault or 'Stompie' Moketsi Seip;i."
and encouraged it.
Bui whatever her past sins, Mandela
Stompie's stabbed OOdy - the thro<ll is a political force: For his criticism,

l

t

I

'

Winnie Mandela's assault trial may threaten peace talks
ie
By Qirls Eramus·

•
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by language '.1.'hich people like Alice
Walker trea! with great respect. In a
strange way, that is the very point of
why I hand~d out the story in the first
place," she said.
She added, '' Many are uncomfortable
with black dialect.
What makes
language vulgar, intelligent or
acceptable?
What makes Alice
Walker.'s The Color Purple a brilliant
work of art and that student's story
vulgar and racially offensive?''

Protest ·
Evans, and

Joserhn~~:~ from page 1

Tapes
continued from page 3

Yet, d~nsioo 1still ·exists as ~ven
members- Richard Gross, Cynthia have a ''limited selection."
Lekita Kirkland, a junior majoring in
long, Roger Wilkins, Concha Johnson,
Rev. Raymond, B. Kemp and Cbarles mechanical engineering, complained
that you cannot hear the tape before
B, Ruttenburg, refuse to step down.
Some members have reportc!dly buying it. because they are all wrapped
expressed reluctance to be blamedl for up. ''I would refrain because I doit't
the school's administrative problems. know if it's okay;"
Richard Mar,,inez expressed his
Since last Tuesday, students ~ave
been engaged in a test of 'Wills ad, inst discontent for ''bootleg tapes'' because
UDC's board of trustees with a list 9f 43 they are a direct violation or the
laws.
Martinez
demands. Throughout the week about copyright
eight members of the board met l.vith describes''bootleg tapes'' as ''any
unlawful duplication of a recording,"
students o work out their grievances.
Stud ts maintain that classes a~ the which is ''not directly from the label.''
Donald F. Johnston's ''Copyright
universi will not resume until all or lhe
·Handbook;'' estin1atcs that the illegal
grievances have been adhered lo.
Many faculty members have ~n copying or ta~ has existed since the
supportive by canceling classes o"I the beginning of the 20th century when the
campus. Protesters entered many o~ the rules or copyright applied only to
classes that did continue and 'fere ''piano rules'' or anything else which
disruptive . Members from UDC's was considered a ''readable work."
According lo Johnston 's handbook,
student body have been boycoting
making copies of musical works
classes to show support
''I am proud of them and I think ey without a license or pem1ission from the
are a good exan1ple or what we can do original owner of the copyright is
unlawful. Item 39, ~tion 115 of the
when we are united," said Hawkins.
Copyright Handbook specifically deals
with ''the rights or copyright in regard to
musical works, adaptations of.... "
Section 115 states the following:
''When phonorecords of a non-

•

dramatical work have been distributed
to the public in the United States under
the authority of the copyright owner,
any other person rilay, by complying
with ' the provisions of this section,
obtain a compulsory license co ~
and distribute phonorecords . of ·the'\...
works.
A person may obtain a
compulsory license only if his or her
primai:y
purpose
in . making
phonorecords is to distnbute lhem to the
public for private use," and most o[
these vendor's do not have the<se
license's because "they cannot be
obtained for commercial uses.''
• Martinez believes that aside from

bbng illegal, "bootleg" tapes cheat the
consumers out of their money because
of the One's that he has heard, they are
all terrible. ''You buy tapes because you
are for an artist, and if yo~ buy a
''bootleg'' tape you are cutting out the
artists' loyalties, and the purpose of
'
buying the tape is to suppon the ~"
Martinez said.
When Prince's albWQ The Black
Album came out he had to take it off the
shelves because or all or the
'''bootlegging'" that was going on,
Jordan said. He believes ''bootlegging''
doesn 't have a big effe.ct on record
companies like '"The Wiz," as it does on
artist and the consumer the most.
Basically, ''you get what you pay for,"
laughed Jordan.
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IS GOING. TIAA-CREF
AS IF IBE .
DEPENDED ON IT.

•

•
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Get The Facts O n A Part-Time
..
ob At Citibank

ecause it-dOes. Smart investors

growth through dividends. CREF's
know that your future depends on variable annuity offers opportunities
how well your retirement system for growth through four different
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
investment accounts, each managed
premier ,retirement system for people
with the long-term perspective essen-

'

B

'

in education and research for over 70

years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,0000000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.
I
•

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
· GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
Security-so the resources are there

when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want . And

diversity-to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

TIIATS EXAffiY WHAT YOU GET
. WITH TIAA-CREF.

'

Singing the l..don 't-1\ave-any-money
blues is no way to enjoy college. A little
initiative can tum those blues green if
you're willing to make your free time pay.

tial to sound retirement planning:

The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account*
The CREF Social Choice Account*

Citibank is looking for students like you
to work pan-time ~ tellers and customer
service reps in our Oranches in Washington, D.C. and subur~an Maryland.

All it takes

CA!l l.soo.842·2776
ID FIND OlIT MORE

is

cash-handling expe-

rience, the ability toJtype 25
wpn1, an aptitude fo num-

Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.

bers, and a flair for ealing with people. Teller
or banking experien~e
not required.
We'll work with yoJ to
determine a schedul9 that's

right for you. We'll

hotline at (202} 429-7760,. Or,
stop by our Human Resources
Department, Monday~Friday,
9 am - 4 pm, 2000 L Street,

.,

.

•
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would be a plus, butlis

Experience. Performance. Streng1h.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.

competitively. And we'll put you to
work in an environment that's friendly
and dedicated. Plus you could have the
chance to move up into other areas of
banking if that's where your career intereSts lie.
If you 're the kind of peison who takes
advantage of new opJX>i-tunities ... and
new ways to earn extra cash ... talk to
Citibank. We have your answer. For
more information, call ou~ job

N.W., Suite 405, Washington, D.C. 20036 to fill
out an application. An
equal opJX>rtunity
emplqyer.

f'Y you

TIAA offe~u the safety of a
l

traditional annUity that gu.-::rantees

your principal plus a specified rat!!"of
interest, and provide~ for additional
[

•

,
Ensuring the future .,,
for those who shape it.

•
•'

' ~ CREF Bond Market and Social Choice Accounts may not be available under all insti1u1ional retirement plans, but are

av.iillP.ble l70l all Supplemental Retirement Annuity plans.

For more complete information. including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospec1us carefully before you invesl or send money.
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Hostess Melba Moore gracefully

no \n

s\a';J

•

'

B I Iesha C. Matthews

participants pull out that fashionable
attire - even those whose agendas don 't

p Staff Reporter

Even before the Con' ressional
Bl ck Caucus (CBC) Lun cheon
F hion Shov.' burst into bl

'

ashion show is daring, limitless, exciting

Black
Hil

•

m at thC

usually call for special social events.
\Vhile attendees viewed a filn1 clip
of n1odcJs in practice sessions, to
CVCl)'Onc's su rprise, models appeared

\V hinglofl; Hilton Hotel I t Saturday,

on stage wearing two-piece bathing
suits - so evcl)'One thou~ht. Bui \\'hen

thei word was out that !he eve t would be
a blast. And. with prcsti ous black
celebrities such as ' Micha1 Jackson ,
M91ba f\.1oorc and f\.1ario an Pe9 ~les
amving in town - who ould dare
question the event's su1oo:ss
The glamour and the gli of stylish
cars
that _ \\'ere
anvass ing
thc j district,- was enoug to make

the lights came on. ~1alc i11tcndccs
received a delighiful surprise as fcn1alc
models appeared in bikini bottoms and
no tops. Their am1s crisscd-crosscd
their breasts as they walked the runwa)'.
CBC coordinators said the fashion
show theme ''Synergy'' )'ields an extra
dimension to any endeavor b)' utilizing
individual talents to crcat~ a heightened

effect. The din1cr1sion is one 111:11
"explodes \Vith unin1agincd po\\•er. 011r.:
th<lt sizzles '''ith possibiltics. a11d oni.:
that changes the pulse of tin1e. "
CBC sponsors, friends, <tnd Tr:1,·i.s
\VinklC)', \vho is a d1nccr. teacher
director, chorcogr:1phcr ~ind this )'t.:ar's
fashio n shO\\' producer, p:1usr.:d 10
tribute to tl1e life ;1r1d thr.: co111ribu1ior1s
of ,the l:ite San1111y 0~1vis. Jr.
This ) e11r's CBC thi.:111i.: ·· Mc111orii.:s
1
of the Past-Visions of the Fu!ure"
1ribu1cd those of the past.,. as '''ell as the
promise of ton1orrow.
Davis ,the legend:ll)' singer. dancer.
and actor who passed a\va~· c:1rlicr 1!1is
year, was a n1cn1 or a11d fric11d of
1

\Vinkley's. He was also noted as bein j
a synergetic force whose many
and personal traits made him a world\Vidc inspiration and one of the greatest
personalties of this century.
Moore and Peebles. were celebrity
hosts as well as panicipants in the
fashion show. Moore, who describes
hersel f as spiritual, romantic and
dedicated, catapulted to public acclaim
as a singer and actress in the lead role of
the musical " Hair'' and later as
Luttiebelle Gussie Mae Jenkins in
'' Purlie''.
worked for a film
Peebles
investment firm after graduating f~m
Columbia University with a B.A in

talen~

economics. He has recen1ly completed
a co-starring role opposite J a n1e~ Earl
Jones in Marsha Norman 's ''Third and
Oak, the Pool Hall .. for the Ans and
Entertainment Network.
~ the CBC celebrated its 20th
anniversary, the CBC spouses
commemorated the 14th anniversary of
the annual fashion show.--their 12 years
of support to the CBC Foundation's
C.Ongressional Fellows Program and
the third anniversary of the CBC
Spouses ScQ.olarsbip fund, which
allows minority graduate students and
working professi onals to wo rk
commitee
and
subcom mittee
assignments .

Participating designers were
Frankli11 Rowe of Ne\v York, Michael
McCollum for Isaia of New York,
Angela Slate Co,uture, Inc. of New
York , and Christo11her Hunte of New
York.
In a11endance were CBC SJX>nsors::
Mrs. Hariette Crockeet, Mrs, Leola
(Roscoe) Higgs Dcllums; Mrs. Betty J.
Dixon. Mrs. Alice Gueno Oymally,
Mrs . Sheila Espy, Mrs . Dorothy
Fauntroy, Mrs. Elaine Fl~~.,~ M~i
PQrs>th~ . Ford, Mr.;, And"'1 _ Qi;a~.

ltfcll!

Elsie Hawkins. Mrs. Lillian Lewis,
Mrs. Maria Owens. Mrs. Alma Rangel,
Mrs. Jay Stokes, Mrs. Gwen Towns and
Alison Leland .
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By Erica Thompson

•

Hilltop Staff Reporter

i
Denise Cyrus, Corri

Gary and Karen Dickens

'

•

Books by ·day,
fashio by night
By Monica E. Wil.lon ·
HilltOp Staff Reporter

The fashion industry s an evcrychanging industry that can result in a
designer being red-hot o e second and
dated the next.
' ·
, So where do innovati f and brilliant
designers come from? Y never know
who the designers of the
lure are and
where they will come fro .
Some of today's P trick Kellys,
Jeffrey Banks. and Willi Smiths are
right here on Howard University's
campus. And it is he where one
shou ld take a good look t these future
designers and discover hat inspires
them to crrate.
Three talented female esigners that
haVe taken Howard by sto m are Karen
Dickens, , Corrie Gary and Denise
Cyrus. These creative y ung women

have been working at designing for
quite some time and they design
everything from clothes to hats. Their
reasons for designing stem from
crea~ivity to just making clothes that
''fi t."
I
Dickens is a sen ior chemistry major
from Cincinnati and has been designing
her clothes for the past eight years. She
started sewing in lhe ninth grade and
had no benefit of instruction . Her first
two garments were a pair of shorts and
a purple coat.
The seamstress started making
clothes because she wanted her clothes
to fit better ; it is also cheaper for her.
She takes clothing patterns and alters
them' by adding something or taking
something away . ''When I make my
own clothes, rhey will definitely be
mine. No one wiU be wearing my
see DESIGN page 12

Addressed in Spike Lee's movie
''Mo' Be11er Blues." the problem of
young blacks, not supporting jaZz
music has become a serious
complaint of ja22 ar1ists and other
black jazz enthusiasts.
Why is it ihat blacks arcn 't
supporting jazz music anymore?
Well. the theories vary. but 1t1c
general feeling seems to be that jazz
music is simply not promoted like
other forms of popular music.
''Jazz isn't promoted as much as
other types of music. I like jazz
music though. because it's an
alternat ive to radio music." said
Cynthia Sexton, a junior in the
_,
School of Comn1unications.
Datasha Harris, a sophomore
from Chicago said, ''This is the hiphop era and other music forn1S arc
forced to take a backseat.''
Other students feel that jazz has
glided over the heads of today's
youth, and therefore they can1tot By Kimberly Gilliard
•
rl'ally appreciate the niusic.
''At some clubs. where jazz Hilltop Staff Reporter
1-:iusic is pla)•ed, people are just there
There is a new club on the block
to profile, dress up. and hang out.''
said Nicole Pierson, a junior in the these days and iit's taking the
College of Liberal Ans ...You can't Washington jazz scene by storm.
Trumpets, a rece ntly opened
just passively listen to jazz. It 's
' complex. It evokes a ccnain kind of res1auranl/ja22 club around the Dupont
feeling depending on the artist. Circle area, 1633 Q $1. N.W., is hosting
ColtrJne's niusic is really spiritual large crowds each pight according to
and it 's so beautiful. Charlie owner Shirley Cavahaugh.
'' I think I'm doin~·very well after just

•

,

I.

Trumpets: Nerw club on the block

see JAZZ page 12
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four months. I'm pa)•ing my bills,"
Cavanaugh said.
Cavanaugh admitted that it was not
easy to get her dream for the black9wned establishment off the ground.
lier two biggest problems were
acquiring monetary support and getting
fier liquor license. ''The people in the
<lommunity supported me except for a
douple of agencies.." she said.
j The local neighborhood council did
not want another liquor establishment
ult the area. so she had to fight hard to get

I

I

I

her liquor license.
''I stood out on 11101 of comers
and got signatures in support of the
restaurant. Then fUlally in 1989, I
got the lease, the loan, and here I am."
,
Cavanaugh has lived in the
district basically all of her life and
spent 25 years working on Capitol
Hill. She explained that owning
her own business was something

see CLUB page 12
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THE
because she appreciates a fcmiftine
style. Short skirts, lots of leg. excessive

jewelry and bright colors - he is not
continued

m page 11

inhibited at all.''
The young designer also attributes
her environment in being a great
influence on her clothes. She says she
~bscrves people to get new clothing
ideas. ''I think black people arc the most
creative people in the world." G;1ry
ment io11cd how impressed site was to

Inspired by her aunt, Cyrus designs
many types of hats. She may take a
section of one hat and put it on another
to Create a whole new hat. She enjoys

designs.''
.
Dickens' favorite d
Miyake becauSCi she Ii
his unique,
and unusual style. ''The flothes that he
designs are unusual co ared to other
designers. His designs
things that
~ continued from page 11
people wouldn't nonnal wear.''
Other things that D kens desi~s •learn how Africans make use of theif she wanted to do for a long time.
are hats, shoes, earring~ fabric folders environment to create new things.
''I wanted something special, not the
and purses.- ~· 1 like arts rd crafts type
Cyrus is a broadc:1st production run of the mill jazz club per sc.
things," Dickens said.
major from Brookl)'O and desig11s hats Trumpets is more of a re staurant
Gary is a sophf,morefashion and earrings. She likes \\'Orking \\'ith because we do sell a lot of food.''
merchandising major fro LQs Angeles hats because she can be vCI)' creative
The establishment is described by
and has been creating h r fashions for v.•ith them. '' Hats have large surfaces to Cavanaugh as a family corporation
eight years.· She remetjibers walking v.·ork with. There arc man)' things )'Ou including both her son and daughter.
in10 a fabric slore and a!king the sales can do \\1th hats · you c;:1n reshape their
\Vhen commenting on her cliente\c,
clerk how to sew. Her fi~t gannent she surfaces or paint designs on them. The she said, ·· I'm glad .to see a lot of kids
nl3de was a black su1dress - se\\n n1orc you work \vith hats. the more you into jazz. Some of the upcoming young
completely by hai1d.
, €'
Cilll do,·· Cyrus s.1id.
jazz ar1ists that you see get more of a
She l ~tarted sewing because the
Cyrus' :1u1tl h11d the g rea test younger sci:·
clothing i n the stores w not creative i11nuencc 011 her. bcc:1usc she said her
Cava naugh 's
favorite
Jazz
enough for her. ''There
no clothes aunl makes hats well. \Vhen Cyrus was
perfonner is the late Sarah Vaugh11.
out there that I would bu so I make my younger she re111en1bers watc.hing her ''I' m more into the vocal ar1ists than I
own.''
aunt making them . '' She uses lots of am into the instrumental ones. I like
J Gary's ~ two favorite designers are shapes and lots of feathers - th11t 's what
instrUmental jazz, but vocal is my
~ves Saint Lauren and ssey Miyake. n1akcs a h11t st:md out. My aL1nt has hats /favorite. That's why I present a lot of
~he likes Lauren's us of different
that she designed twelve years ago that vocalists here.'' Cavanaugh feels that a
~extures and his use off· ls and ruffles, arc st ill stylish today.'·
lot of people that might not real ly be into

-
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working with anny hats and painting
different de§igns on them . Cyrus just
recently started to work with felt and
straw.

j azz might relate more to a vocali~t ''so
I try to feature vocalists every
'
weekend. "
1
Cavanaugh said ' iliB.t she loves
having her restaurant in D.C. ''One of
the reasons why I like this area is
because it's a melting pot. You have
everybody here and my staff represents
that.''
She said that Trumpets has a high
black patronage. '' I would say about 80
percent black and 20 perc:enl white."
Cavanaugh said, ''This is the only
black establishment in the area. A
black-owned establishment I should
say, because I don't Want to be known as
just a black restaurant or black club.''
She said that restaurants tend to have
a high mortality rate, but then added
some words of self encouragement.
''Washington has many tourists and
people have gone back home and told
friends ' when you're in Washington
you' ve got to go to Trumpets.' So I plan
on being here for a long' time to come ''

;
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conlinued from page 11
Parker's is sq complex; you listen to his
songs and you hear other traditions of
music in them.''
Some of Pierson's favorite ar1ists lire
John C.oltrane, Thclonius Monk, Dizzy
Gillespie, Charlie _Parker. and Miles
Oa\'is ' '' earlier stuff.··
Daphne" Lloyd, a sophon1ore in t/1e
Sc;hool of Business, simply feel s th:tt
jazz music is ··over a lo! of people's
heads.··
Srudents that \Vork in the music
industry have their O\vn theories also,
such as Nikki Young. a junior and n1usic
director at radio stat ion \VHBC. "Each
generation is mos1 interested in the art
fonns that i~ creates. Olde r black adults
don't care about tap. They think rap is
noise. A lot of black kitsay. ·ugh, jazz.
that's old folks music ··
Accord ing to Tamn Greer. \Vho is a
senior and promol,io11s manager ;11
\VHBC. jazz is thC ··essence" of every

music form. She believes that blacks
negleci it. ''I do jazz marketing for a
record company and its ashame that we
don ' t get the support from black people
whereas white people will come and
listen to something that we created a
long time ago."
''Traditional jazz doesn't get as
much airplay. And that 's unfortunate
because when you think of all the people
'
who started· Dizzy Gillespie,
Max
Roach. Sarah Vaughn, Charlie ''Bird''
Parker - all of those people were the
ones who star1ed r&b music! '' Greer
explained.
Jazz musicians and singers have time
and time again expressed their desire for
blacks to start suppor1ing the music that
they are responsible for creating and not
to let its destiny fall into other hands. An
ar1ist 1hat shares these feelings is Sharon
Clark, a 28-year-old jazz singer at
Takoma Station Tavern and Twins
Nightclub.
''A black man b nce told me that jazz
\Vas the white man's music. I had to
total ly bust him out about that. There
may even be a little conspiracy going_

New fil1n 'Perfume'
smells refreshing!
have been so vic1imized in America that
they do not appreciate a depar1ure from
stereotypes because that is the only type
of role that hasbeen presented to them.,
Therefore, he hopes that his film will
make some of these peopl e
'' uncomfortable.''
The filmmaker's next venture will
hopefully be a medical drama titled
''White Coat Fever'' and will address
the problem within the black
community of how some educated,
black professionals feel guilty for not
being a par1 of the black underclass.
Jefferson humbly admits that by no
means is "Perfume" the total JX1r1rayal
of the black woman, but that it is a
character study of how a black woman
could be or may not want lo be. And in
order to have several presentations of
the black experience for viewers to
choose from, there needs to be more
black filmmakers.
''I think tha~ Howard should have a
separate film division in order to raise
black filmmakers, " Jefferson said .
Presently,
the
School
of
Commurd?tions has a Radio, TV, ahd
Film department.
The premiere was presented by the
Howard University Medical Alumni
Association, along with the College of
Medicine, and proceeds from the
benefit were donated to , the Howard
University Medical Scholarship
Program.
''Perfume'' h'\s recently been
released to local AMC theaters and its
success depends on the support of the
black community that wishes to see .
itself JX!rtrayed PQSitively on lhe silver
'
.
screen .

By U sa M Miiier
Hilltop Staff Aeporteif

\

I

Five beautiful, independently
wealthy black women and their relatec
[>ersonal and professional lives is the
ifocus of a new film ''Perfume," which
made its world premiere at Cramton
Auditorium Sunday afternoon.
The drama is about how the women,
who were friends since high school,
reunite and decide to start a cosmetics
bompant titled ''Perfume."
the ladies
begin to build their business, they
r ndcrgo a series of personal trials which
reveal truths about their personalities to
bach other.
Dr.· Roland Jefferson a physician
who graduated from Howard's College
bf Medicine; is writer/director and an
bxecutive producer of the film . He is a
bracticing psychiatrist in Los Angeles,
but has always yearned to write.
\ Jefferson decided to write a
character study of five black women for
his first film because ''you don't see
serious films on black women." He
continued, ''I wanted to show another
dimension of the blaCk e~nce away
from the usual stereotypi~I rrifes black
omcn and men play on screen."
One of the comments made to
{efferson after white movie executives
y ie\ved the film was that blacks could
r.ot apprec iate a film that viewers had to
'hin k about. ''You people should leave
these filn1s to Woody Allen." Jefferson
aid a white critic told him.
But Jefferson believes that blacks

As

r

around to take the music from black

ople period," Oark said.
But is there hope for the popularity of
jazz music to take flight once again in
the black community? Well. through
the birth of younger jazz artists and
rnc:emed people. it just may. '·Well. I
think jazz is tx:con1ing more popular
tcause of al l 1he movies with jazz in

them, like ''Tap," and ''Mo' Better
Blues, " said Alicia Stinson , a
sophomore in the School of Litx:ral
Arts.
Qark added that ' 'what really caused
a breakthrough with jazz was Wynton
Marsalis.. because he was a young black
man playing the hell out of some
trumpet!''
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Sa ara's Presents:
The Hip Ho

1
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LIVE

•
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Cafe's first annua l Dance Contest
•

1crsitv• Sturlcn 1 Heal th Ce nter and
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T SAHARA'S RESTAURANT

The An onio Parker Jazz Quartet

HOWARD UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
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TICKETS ON SALE -AT
ON BOX OFFICE

CO CERTS! CONCERTS! CONCERTS!

•

2 SHOWS FOR $27.00
.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 14
GOSPEL SHOW
THE WINANS, VICKI WINANS~ H.U.
GOSPEL CHOIR
6:00 PM
* Students :$10.00
General : $15.00
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CALL 310-3369
FIND OUT WHAT'S UP!!!
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replacing
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them with optimism and

controlled,

positive,

thoughtful

responds in the fight or flight
mechanism that is apparent in all

' Slat! Repoo ..

respOnses can heal and protect us.
animals. ''Rage and fear are emergency
The fact that anger and aggression emotio1is," said Dr. Gaylin.
can lead to sicbiess first came into the
''The pupils are dilated or
've had a
day and you limelight in the 1950's. Experts constricted. Palms become S\veaty.
ing in Howard . discovered a connection betwee~ Heart rate is altered. Adrenaline ~
d line to find ·driven, competitive,
pumped into the blood and the blood is
t your account re
ntalive has Type-A behavior and increased risk of then redirected from one part of the
a five hour lunch
beart disease.
body to another'' continued Dr. Gaylin.
•
• you are stres.sed t over 8 long ~ Recent studies, however, suggest
Repeatedly, activating this defense
day studying and you nd your honey that it may actually be suspicion, anger, system over time m'ay lead to long term
plan to unwind and
out for the low-self esteem and hostility that make problems.
.
even g.
You S« our boyfriend you sick.
''When we are angry or enraged, the
flirti g with another sist rat the-party,
Some of the latest research also stress hormones that are released cause
and a heartbeat you
h up 10 lhenl questions another popular belie[; the heart to pound, choles.terol to
and
off.
repressed rage makes the blood boil. increase and blood pressure to go up.
I cidents like· these
n all too Screaming and hollering have proven to Happe11ing time after time, this can lead
ofte · Whether it ~ trouble in a be just as damaging as simmering and to cardiovascular disease, stroke and
'' rclat 1'1Ship or frmtrat . n at school, brooding.
other problems related to hypertension.
thes kind of occurre ces generate
''Expression or repression is not the The slress hormones also cause an
feeli ~ of anger and
tration.
issue.'' sai.d Dr. Willard Gaylin. author increased metaboliSm of cholesterol,"
e cutq;ulative eft t of hostile of the book. Rage Within: Anger in explained Dr. Clark.
''When this
responses ..&- the com nding. silent, Modem Life. ''The problem lies with cholesterol begins to collect, it can
internal rage may be hea h problems as the emotion."
damage lhe veins, heart, liver, kidneys,
ntinor as a headache or
D~. Ernest H. Johnson and Clifford
heart attack.
L Broman explored how both anger and
''Microaggressions ha n to us on a stress affected the physical health of
daily basis," said Dr. Mic elle 0 . Clark. more than 2,000 African-American
New Jersey
assistant clinical p ofessor of· men and women ~t to coast
psychiatry at the U iversity of
They found subjects who directed
California in Sati Franc'JSI
. :o
their anger outward!)' had more marital
.. It may seeni small a fusl but the difficulties, higher unemployment,
accumulation
of r~U these ctors tend to fewer friendships ·and committed
•
.
wear you down.! It (mi
ggrcs.sions) aimes more often than people who
may manifest ir physi I problems.," were able to think situations through
added Dr. Clarkj
and respond without anger.
m
Whether we j:~
supprc$ it.
The subjects who faced stress with z
·anger can be ddidly. M re and more external anger were also more prone to
•
expe{t.S ·-are discOvcring
I when we
engage in negative health behavior.
allow anger and ho.stilil to get lhe
such as smoking, alcoholism. and
0
better of us. we e~ ourselves to O\'er·~-i :1r, g:
c
a
serious _and possible Ii -threatening
!). 1h •ir:g:itive life experiences and
problems
,
the be.id liabits led to heart dis~ and
P ople must learn to control
other chronic ailments.
the
Ives by letting go f anger and
The link between anger and illness
reac ing differently t
stressful
can be traced to a basic animal response.
•
situa ·
when they ooc:IJJ
While
When an animal 'feels threatened or
hosti ity and anger can
dangerous,
endangered, the central nervous system

t

t

I

and even the brain," added Oark.
Along with the physical weaf and
tear, anger <;aD... also cause people to

indulge in bad habits that lead to
negative health oonsequences, such as
drinking, smoking, and tak,itfg dfugs.
Many of the strcssors in our lives are
beyond our control. Howe.ver, we do
have to succumb to the penis of anger
and hostility.
''You are the only thing you have
co~trol of ,'' said Dr. John T. Ch~ll,
chief consultant of the Pos1t1ve
Perceptions Group, a Baltimore healtheducation organization.
''But we have relinquished that
control by reacting to the responses of
others. We have to be focused enough
to feel that anger and then let it go. Too
often we hold on to it and let it build into
an explosive situation," continued Dr.
Chissell.
Positive ways of dealing with
unpleasant situations are a necessity .
This requires a change in attitude, and

self-control.
The first step is to control the urge to

\

yourself, 'How can I tum this situation
around in my favor? ' While in front of
your classmates and professor, ask the
member to elaborate on a certain aspect
of the project that only a member that
has completed the necessary work can

respond automatically with angry
words and actions unless the situation is
truly life threatening.
Here is a ifamiliar example of an
anger-~roducing situation. and the answer. When the member startS to
ap~ropnate response. accord1~g to Dr. stubble, you graciously step in and
Chissell : You are involved an a group elaborate on that particular aspect and
project for a class in your major. A move into another aspect (that could be
member of your group, who 11ever came elaborated on).
to any of the. meetings and literally ~id
As a result. the nlembcr appears 10
not do anything toward the completion be unknowledgeable and you appear to
or the project. tries to take all the credit know what you are talking about,"
for the work you did. You feel like explained '0r. Olissell.
screaming and ~ng at the member
and you start plotbng to get them back.
''Afterwards, take the member ~ide
But remember; the ·deed IS done. and approach the .subject directly,
You cannot make it go away. You rationally without hostility, Dr.
cannot control the members of your Oi~ll said. "Calmly explain to him or
group. You only have control of .Aler the need for members 10 'work
yourself.
together in a group in order to give a
Dr. Oiissell suggested a productive good project. By taking this-approach
response for this oommon situation.
you control the situation; you don't let
''Take a deep breath and then ask the situation control you."
1
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The Ch ice for Tempories,
Inc. ha the perfect job
for .you : Work around
your cl ss schedule. Give
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Challenging assigl)ments. A dynamic \\Urk environment. And
talented and ambitious managers and co-\\Urkers who set their
sights as high as Y?U do.
You'll find it all when you join the $25 billion, Fonune 500
communications management company of Bell Atlantic. We are the
strength behind such success stories as Bell of Pennsylvania; Diamond State Telephone, ser:ving Delaware; New jersey Bell, an!! the
four C & P Telephone companies of Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and the District of Columbia: We provide everything from local
telephone ser:vice to infotp1ation and communications systems,
computer mainten~nce, and software.
And because what we offer our customers is so diverse, what we
'
offer our employees is equally wide-ranging. Like career opponunities for graduates with backgrounds in Business, Finance; Sales/ Marketing, Net\\Urk Design, Engineering and Applications Programming.
All from the company that thinks you deseive more than a good salary ... and delivers more.
Bell Atlantic will be conducting on-campus inter:views on
.J
Friday, November 16th. Please submit a resume to your Careeh>
Counselor for consideration. Affirmative Action/ Equal Opponu~ity
Employer.
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•
They draw a large crowd," said Lt. Elton
om page 1

continued

com tittee.
other rumor that atti Labelle
d to do the concert r a $15,000
any leftover profi could go to
rder babies at How d Hospital,
~as denied by Jones. S e said they
~wan ed Patti L:.1bclle, bu she never
res nded to any of their re uests. JOnes
said she was prepared to o personally
to h r house and ask her fore Public
Ene y agreed to do the s w.
J nel Jones S.'lid thal P blic Enemy
was selected because they ere one of
the avoritc groups picked in a poll of
stud nts conducted by th con1n1ittce
last sen1cster, and bccau the group
pro otes1 a 1 ··positive
frocentric
in1a c. ··
ne of 1he n1ajor roadbl ks and the
~ur e of the hold up in sc uring Public
Enc 1y \\'US tha1 Howard ecurity W<\S
'
and still is \\'ortied
a ut possible
iol t incidents breaking ut.
•· ublic Enen1y is a
pular group
ai1d 'e arc worried about c \\'d cbntrol.
\

1

1

Goodwine of Howard security. ''We
have to think of lives first. People who
don ' I have tickets may uy to crash the
lines to be a part of hon1ccoming."
There will be additional security
working ,in conjunction with Howolfd
security for the concert, according to
Good\vine.
The Dean of Student Life and
Activities, Raymond Archer, \\' ho

assists the homecoming con1mittee, felt
th:tt a part of the apprehension in getting
the rap group \Vas because ··rap acts tend
to bring an unsavory elcn1cnt to a
concert, and we do not want a large non·
student clcn1cnt at the concert.··
Other students had varied opinions

on the safety factor at a Public Enemy
concert.
1
''I will try to go sec Public Encn1y
even though it will be crowded,'' s..'lid
scni9r \Vanda Jones," But as far as
violence goes - r•1p music doesn't cause
violence, people cause violence, and
they don't need rap music as an excuse
10 do it.··
Angelis<1:" 1-la\ves, a junior english
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major, feels that Public Enemy will give
a great concert ,but does wonder if ''it
will attract inner-city people which may
cause friction with studencs. ''
Considering that rap groups come t':1r
and few
between on Howard's
can1pus,or not at all, some have
questioned wethcr the university has <l
ban of sorts on r11p artists. Archer
answered a definite ''not true! '' He said
that Run DMC appeared al Howard a
couple of years ago and Heavy D and the

Students
continued fron1 page 1
least $100 a week since I was 12 years
old,'' Chambers said.
Chambers has averaged 18 or 19
credit hours per sen1ester throughout his
fi\•e ye.ars at Howard. He said at least 30
other students who entered Ho\vard
with him i~86 plan to finish with him
in May 1991.
In some progran1s, however, it is
expected tl1at students will t;tke five
}'cars 10 con1plcte the entire n1ajor
scheme. Among them are engineering
, and · architecture.
According to Sharn1in Moten, an
international business major who works
in the Office of Student Recruitn1ent.
recruiters tell prospective Howard
students to expect a four-year program
unless they enter engineering or
architecture, ·which arc considered to be
five-year programs.
Except for the School of
Architecture' and Planning, schools
a.ssun1e a four-year undergraduate
program in the University catalog of
courses. ( According to the 1987-89
university catalog).
_
While the School of Engineerirlg.
lists their undergraduate progran1s as
four-year programs, students there sa)'
it is an unwritten rule that a11
engineering major can expect to take
five
lo complete his or her
undergraduate work.
'.'Yes it is.a four year curriculun1, but
once you start t<11king to counselors and
making up classes. doing internships
and co-ops, it norn1ally takes fi\'e
[years].'' said Jer.ome Coleman, a fourth
year electrical engineering n1ajor.
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The study of the 1984 frcs~h1en IJc;1r
this OU[. The school \Vith the IO\\'est rate
of graduates in spring 1988" \\'as the
School of Engineering \\·ith only 3
percent gri1duating. The next IO\\'CSt
was the School of Architecture 1111d
Planning with 5 pcrcen1 gr<1du:1ti11g.
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Pageant
continued from page 1
nun1ber of credit ho11rs earned at
Ho\vard and the nun1ber of credi1 hours
e:Lrned a1·· her other school. ''There
should have been no confusion on her
p:trt,'' Watkins said.
The pageant board notified the first
runner-up, Artimese \Villiams, that she
is no\v eligible to compete in the Ms.
lio\vard Pageant. She began practicing
011 \Vedncsd;1y although Barrick is sti ll
,,
re hears1ng.

Barrick can1e to 1-lo\vard in the fall of
1989 but took the spring semester off for
The study sho\\·ed that 19 percent o
financi;tl rC:L~ns.
the 1984 freshmen in the College o
The p;1geant board established the
Fine Arts graduated in four years.
30-hour n1inimum because, ''It takes
Another factor
\\'hich
nlay n1ore than a )'Car to find out wha1 the
contribute to students opting 10 t:tke the university is ttll about." said Janel Jones,
five-year plan is ROTC. Students in the cl1:1ir\von1an of the Homecoming
ROTC program must have 40 extra con1n1i1tcc. Jones was first runner-up in
credit hours to graduate. Chambers also the Ms. Ho\vard Pagc:mt two ye<LrS ago .
silid that there is very little room fo
However. io a letter recommending
students to explore courses outside o~ Darrack, the dean of _L beral Arts, who
their n1ajor.
.
was- a judge, staled '' I had the
'
''The schemes arc tightly set now,"' opportunity to witness the competitiv_e
Chambcra said.
I skills, the i11tellectu:LI abilities and the
But, \\'hile many of those in next force ful voice \\•hich make you the
year's graduating class ar,e finishin~ (unequal) choice for selection as Ms.
with little regret of experiencing_. Libcntl Arts."
Ho\vard longer that the traditional fouC
Ironically . Ms ~ Social Work,
years. many new entrants say they plan tvlin)'On tvlcGriff. \v:lS also ·disqualified
to fini sh in four years. rather tl1;1n five
for not h;1\ ing earned enough credit
011e such new entrant is Kevin Gadson
hours at 1-lo\vard. McGriff transferred
a 19-ycar-old fre sh n1an international from the Cit)' College of San Francisco
business n1ajor.
last sen1cs1er and has accumulated only
''If you n1anagc your time wisely an~ 16 hours while .at Ho\vard.
t<tke the required course load, thc;re 's n4
''The present credit rule doesn't give
reason why you shouldn't graduate 011 a transfer student virtually any chance
time," S.'lid Gadson. ··Tue faster )'OU ge
of be coming Ms. Howard." said
out, the ftLSter you can get 11 joh. the ~1! 1.·G riff. \\•ho ran uncontested in the
faster you caI1 start )'Our career."
SociaJ \Vork pageant. She said if she is
Other students have a little stronger disqualified. 1he School of Social Work
1
e11l'OUr<1gn1ent for n1aking it out ion \\'ill be 1111rcprcs.ented i11 the pagcanl.
tin1e.
''Son1e kids have a ti111e limit.
My mom 1old n1e I h<1d 10 be oul of here Q11e11ti1w Jo/11iso11 co1urib11ted to tl1is
in four years:· f\f1oten s:1id .
stur\'.

•

Gray said.
''The Plaza is leased out IO a civilian
manager. We try to apply our polices
but they have their own procedures,"
Gray said."It_cuts into our jurisdiction."
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''The complainant reponed that several
items ·of value had been stolen after her
room was broken into with a crowbar,"
Lacy said. ''Among the items stolen
were a television set, a radio, and other
personal belongings.''
Although the victim withdrew from
the university following the incident,
the security division continued the
investigation and was able to track the
stolen items back to Normarld and
Sanders.
Vincent John, dean of special
student ~rvices., said that an arrest docs
not mean automatic expulsion from the •
university. Bui his office will watch
over the situation in both cases as they
develop.
''There are no automatic ·expulsion
ru les concerning arrests. There mUSI be
clear evidence that there was a violation
of the student code: of condua," Johns .~
said. '' Right Row everything is
alleged.''
I
Johns added that that if a Howard
student brought a complaint into his
office
U. Arthur Gray at Howard sealrity
said the Plaza has continued to be a source of problems for his office.
'The Plaza is a headachC. Anything
we get that's in the fonn of a major
investigation usually stems from there,"
he said.
Gray blamed pan of the problem oo
the different polices and procedure that
govern the Plaza "The donns we have
no problem with. We know what we can
do and it's under our control But the
Plaz.a is the only one where you have an
oucside contract managing the place,"

·111 :111 t·x1.·t·1J1i1111al i.trJtlll:.ltt·. 1t1i~ 11t· a11~ ).tftl\\'111 ~i111pl)· l'W:t·au~t·
111 i\1t'rt·k"!> t·11111i1111i11i.: ~11t·t· t·~, i11 ii' t·11tlt·:1,·11r,. :111tl 'r11aj11r pla11-.
t11r till' f11111rt·

I

\
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It appears that schools which require
less credit hours would ha\'e students
co1npleting their programs within [he
traditional four years. For example, the
School of Communications on ly I
requires its students to accumul~1te 124
credit hours.
,
The study showed thal in the School
of Con1munications ,almost hitlf of the
1984 entrants graduated in 1988. Forty_six percent finished in spring 1988.
The number of e:rcdit hours for
undergr<1duate majors, ranges forn1 12-1in the School of Comn1unications to 171
in the School of ArchitectL1re. The
university offers degrees in nearly 100
undergraduate areas.

'

'
The cha1rwon1
an w;1nts to assure
students th<LI the con1n1ittee, whose
budget and staff was cut, worked very
diligently in finding an act students
would want to sec for homecoming.

Arrests

Merck will be visiting
your campus so n. Sign up now
for a perso..al interview
and leam hdw Merck can
help you rea~h your most
ambitious reer goals.

ES1' INDIA AND AMEIUCAN FOODS

J

Saying that aJI baSes have been
covered, Janel Jones s11id that they ~·ill
only promote .the concert on c;unpus,
will hire exlia security, and have
researched the group's concert history
thoroughly. ''There have been i no
problems with Public Enemy concerts
on North Carolina Central and Florida
A&M campuses. If we didn't feel

confident about the group, we. would not
have ' selected them."
ContrpversiaJ groups he. ve always
come to Howard, Janel added, ''One
year Paijli111en1 \\'as here in the days
when tl1by were practically taki11g all
tl1cir clothes off on st:1ge!''

c

)

Ir

Boyz were at the gym, but its a nlatter of
economics. ''Rap groups do nol sel l
tickets at Howard," Archer said.
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Howa.rd Students
Are Invited To Apply For
• sPRr~ic 1 99 1 Internship's In
~ Public Service
I

"

.

•

•

,

The Ho_ward University Drug Education and Prevention Program
CHUDEPP), a component of the university Counseling Service, officially
announces the av,allabllity of applications for the Promoting
Educational and Cultural Health CPEACH) program .
PEACH is a comprehensive alcohol and other durgs training
'
program designed to e~ucate students about alcohol and other dr~g
abuse, to promote respopsible decision .making ?nd healthy life styles,
and to increase awareness of alchhol and other drug abuse prevention
and intervention services. Training will be prov ided by var i ous noted
academicians and experts i n the field of substance abuse . Follow i·ng the
training period, there will be a community/campus placement .
Selected partlclpaf'\ts will be paid $5 .00 per hour for training and
more upon completion of train in g. Training and placement will .be held
on weekends and other non classroom scheduled times . Participants
will receive a certificate of completion upon fullfil ling the stated
requirements.
This training may be .especially useful for potentia l teachers and
personnel planning to work in an educat io nal system . .It will also be
useful for anyone planni ,ng to work with youth or in the general work
environment.

•

•

•

Patricia
Roberts Harr s Public Affairs
Program is s onsoring intern-

The

Univer ity's

. Graduate/professional
applicants . .. must
have
•
'
completed ' at . least one
ship:; this Spring . for Howard
semester=
' of : study at
- students inte ested in public
Howard and · have at least a
service caree s,
·.
3:0,.grade point average in
•
. their, graduate or 'p rofessional ·
.
The.intemshi
swill be located. .
course work.
,
. . . .. .
. ·1n·,the D. C. metrop,qli t,,an -arl'a.- .- E;liglpility'.'.~; !s~: restricted ·. to
·A stioend ofcil:1, soo t; $1,800 wili students .,;.who, . will not
be paid to u'4aergraduateS ~nu a
graduate · before>Qecember,
: st.ipei:id of $ , 000 to $2, 30\ will

1

'

.,

I

-

'

~

'

i

1

be paid to g aduate or
professional inter11s.

. Undergrad
must ·hav
·completed
at least. a•• ·
grade point
average in
study.,.

a~e

applicants
' at least 27
redit hours and
. 75 cumulative
verage and a 3.0
major field of

1991.
• -,- .;,

I;

• . -

·-·

'

'·.

_I.

,

. - The .clos1ng ·· ·date for :applications iS October 15, with
decisions to ' be announced
December 1 •

Applications and recommendation forms can be picked up
' from tbe Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs,
Room 300 of the Administration
Building, or from the Office of
l' ubJi c Affairs Program,
Hoo1n W2-2 03J of the C.l3.

nuilding.

Powell

'for further information, contact
••

~

j ,·

..'

.

.

FOR APPLICATION AND MORE INFORMATION VISIT :

Howard University Drug Education and
Preven t 1on Program
J
Unlvers1ity
Counsel Ing Serv1ce
• I
6th & Bryant Streets, N.W., C.B. Jllowell Bldg.
Telephone-: 806-6870
1

Applications are due by Friday, _October 19, 1990 no later than
5:00 p.m at the above ad~ress

Dr. Joseph McCormick, 2nd
.
'
Chairman cf the Harris Pro. gram's lnter11ship Committee at

..

/--.l

•

tl1e Pa t 1rr ic ia Hober ts llar't is

'

'

Please contact Ms. Kimberly Gregg or Dr. Michael Barnes.

~06-6722.. _I •
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HU's ·volleyball's success
falls nto s·m allest hands
•

'

l •

,

By Ma'anl

All-American. !.
''Both of my parents are very athletic
and my determination and athleticism
derives from theril," she said. ''My drive
to ex~~-) comes from them, that's
probably why some people label me as
a perfection,lst. I love to win and to do
my best in whatever the situation may
be.''
I
Being only 5 feet does not hamper
Arlinda from doing her best on the
court. She mentioned she does not think
aboul her size when it c.omes to playing
volleyball. She said she goes out
everyday on the court do her best, and
8,ive it her all.

Martin

Hmtop Stan Aepater

Howard University.
''I chose Howard because it's the
Mecca
of
historically . black
univeISities. And I accepted
offer
because Washington, D.C. is the
politlcal power of the world, and this
would enable me to keep a junqS in the
field of law," _she said. ''I would like to
be a corporate lawyer, and I think I
would get the needed experience here at
Howard ."
Arlinda's career in volleyball at
Howard is very good . She was a
member of both championship teams

me

the sport of c.ollegl tc volle)·ball,
the taller players on the tean1 usually
don1i11ates 1he gan1e a1id receives niost
of the recognitio11. Hm\· •vcr. there is
111ore to the gan1c than spiki ng a1id
blocking shots. The sette in volleyball
may be the n1ost in1portali player 011 the
tean1. a11d is usually ove hadm\•ed by
the bigger power·p l<1 ) rs. Arli11d:1
Pierre, the captain and sett r for 1-lcr.-.;ard
Uni,•ersity's wome11 vol eyball t~m,
that won the MEAC in 1987 and 1989.
110Jds this positio11 a11d pl ys very '"''ell.
She mentioned that winning the
Arlinda, a 21-year old, senior,
chani.pionship was the grcaresc feeling
political science n1ajo fro1n Nc\V
and a~s that this year's team looliJ very
or:!ans, Louisia1m, stands 011ly 5 feet i11
good to repeat.
height. bitt plays the gan1 of volleyball
''I was very hippy to win the MEAC
like a gia111. She is the ''fl r ge11cr.tl'' 011
two times, because the team had a bad
the tcan1 and regulates eve play on the
year in 88 1: We were plagued with
coprt. She ttas been playir1 the sport for
injuries that year, and the team had to
12 )'Cars and is very
lO\vledgeable
rise to the occasion; and to win it last
about the game. Having winni11g t\vo
year was great," she said. "We have the
coll.5CCUtive high school an1pio1iships
same exact team from last year and we
al Cabrini High in New Orlea11s a11d
"l\lany poople think because I'm
hav~ a very strong unit. We also have a
con1pcti ng in the Nat 011al Ju11ior small '1n ' stature, I can't play;, but when
strong bench and the camaraderie is
Olympics, n1akes her a ''V tcra11·· to the I get on the c.ourt and show them what I
strong; and I think this will take us all
sport.
g()(. they are amazed about the thin~ I the way again this year."
· ''My role on the squad s similar to a can do.'' she said... I don't let my height
Head Cooch Linda Spencer, speaks
quarter-back in f00tball. I eep t\1e floor bother me. that's not tmportant, what's
highly of Arlinda as a member an~as a
.._ of the gam"e consis1ent ru the ~ffense. important is your detennination to win .
person in general. She w~ quick to
•
-and keep my tean1n1ate con1posure It all stems from the heart and I have a
mention that Arlinda is a wiftner, and a
together:' Arlinda said. '' I n]USI keep big heart for the game."
person who hates to lose. She also says
my head 1ogether at all t n1cs because
Arlinda. was an excepti~J player
Arli~da has excellent hands and is very
1·n1 the nucleus of the .squ , and I must in hlgh _school and was heavily recruited
knowledgeable about the game, which
be solid in order 10 secure \Vin for nl)' her senior year. , Many big·tijme ,
enables her 10 out-play and 10 out- think
team··.
division I schools wanted her, such as
her Dp?>llents.
She' is a very con1 etiti ve and Mich!gan, Texas.,
and Tulane. She
" She is the voice of the team and
intelliger11 person who 1 ves lo 'vin. mentioned that Florida A & M
kncJ"ovs the game to a large degree.
This '"positive attitude enab cs !)er eJlcel University came close to getting her, but
Arlinda is a solid player, who gives her
to ex1ren1e heights on and ff the court. Howard succe,ssfully grabbed her
all every game. Without her, we would
Last year on the voile ball squad. before an)'One else did.
·
- be lacking in our game plan," Coach
Arlinda was voted to tl1e fi t tean1 AJJ.
She added that she want~d an
Spencer said. " She 0is a very outgoing.
MEAC, Mo.s1 Valuable
a)'er in lh~ -;:tfrican·American education and
ambitious. and confident person and an
t\1EAC conference. and
Academic experience, which enticed her to
e~llent , student in the classroom."
.
~
111

1

"
She is tl1e voice of
the team

I

·'

•

'

.

-

~

.

•

PHOTO 8V MAAffl LEWIS

Senior setter Arlinda Pierce leads the Bison olfenslve attack with picture perfect sets

Bison ·0
44, .in rout
1·-·

'

You asked for a computer
price that wouldn't turn ·
your pockets inside out.

'

'

By Edward HIU Jr.
Speda' to the HUl:op

ATLANTA- After the highly
emotional overtime victory over South
Carolina State last week, Howard Head
Coach Steve Wilson ~ conccrncd that
his team would have a let down apimt
Morehouse.
11 did not take the Bison long to
alleviate their coaches fear, a.s they
jumped to a 31-0 lead and never looked

'

We hecml you lpud and clear.
•

·~I

'

l

"f
" '

back in posting a 44-7 win over the
Marooo Tigers before 10,250 at the B.T.

'

"

"

I

•

.

I 's true. l\'c'~ made the IBM Persona] System/2" as
S)' to o~· n as it is to use. And our special student
-"
ict' prm:es it.• Plus, the IBM PS/2 Loan for Learning

,.

•

akes o\\·ni1-.g Qne even easier.
I l 'hc PS/2" comes preloaded ~· ith easy- to-use soft4-are including Microsoft' Windows '~ 3.0.Just tfirn °'!
t e PS/2 to tackle "your papers, lab reports, graphics
a 1d charts.
J
Also a\ailable are.special price5 on IBttf and
~ e~lett·Packard printers.

I

And if )00 buy before Doc.:mber 31, 1990. )<Xiii
ieceiYe a,_. Certificate entitling you to a round-

that the offense is coming along. What
I was most pleased with is that both
Carr and

Chris

Dubose

Joe Olidge, another sophomore,

engineered the drives." 1
Howard's Buffalo Soldier defense
the hosts to minus one yard

picked off another pass 1:26 later and
returned it 63 yards for another score.

times and intei<:eptcd a school·RCORI

In football,

the~

is an old saying:
The quickest and fastest way to the
endzone is in the air. The football

•

Bison's next opponent will almost
certainly try to score by passing the ball.

Bethune-Cookman College, a Mid·
Eastern Coofeience rival from Daytona
&;ach Fla., will travel north to Greene

•

)O l /279 -6855

Stadium and face Howard on Saturday
at 1:00 p.m.

•

Howard
impressive

0

(4-0) came off an
44-7 victory over

Morehouse College last Saturday in
Atlanta .
The . Wildcats are (2·2) overall,
losing a wild game last week to
Delaware /state ..56-42 1n Ft.

----- -=
=
.............
----:==

--- ·-

Lauderdale, Fla.
The~ high·powered offense b<gins
with sophomore quarterback Jennainc

Hall (62 of 119 for 975 yards, six
touchdowns, six interceptions). Junicxwide receiver Jeff Parker has 18 calChea

,

Donald

'"f!tcd

rushing. sacked the quarterback six
five pesses.

The offense showed desired balance.
rushing for 218 yards and passing for
213 while controlling the ball ball for
almost 34 minutes.

BCC PREVIEW

FOR PRODUCT AND ORDERING INFO,
CONTACT ACADEMIC COMPUTING SERVICES
AT 806-5566 . OR CALL YOUR IBM
COLLEGIATE REPRESENTATIVE AT

.,
•

make mistakes,'' said W~n. "It shows

!

'

I

by

·~'·

with back-ti>back impre5.$ive drives ' of

fullback Ryan Heathcock scacd the
first of his four rushing touchdownl at
the 9:30 mark of the first period, this

24-yard field goal. This increased the
lead to 17-0.

trip ticket fof $149** / $249.•• Plus a free
I SU• Ge1a1<>y• Student Diocou nt Canl appli. ·, ,_
' -+-.cation. You'll also get a great ~- pr~
~
' on the PRODIGY• service.
STUDENT
Check out the IBM PS/2. Ill ith our
ffJ1CC I
student price, you'll be able to keep a
'
hand on your budget and a hold on
l""' pockot.

Mordlousc's ooly points of the game
came with 1:23 left in the half when Joe
Sanders hit Chad Paslev ( five catches,
101 yards) with a 39,yard strikes.
After a lackluster, scoreless third
period, the Bison closed out the scoring

Harvey Stadium.
.
The opponunistic Howard defense
set up the first lhrcc llC<lrcs. Sophomoro

Following the first of two
interceptions by F.ric Gore, the BLM:>n
converted when Gary Mos.sop kicked a

.

,,

0•

91 and 99 yards. for the final points, and
a 44·7 lead.
"lbose were particularly impressive
drives because we executed and did not

following
an
interception
sophomore comerback Neil
Downing.

.I

With the Maroon Tiger offense
ineffective and it!. defense weary, the
Bison took control, scoring on
sucxessive drives of 80 yards and 40
yards. with Heathcock scoring on both
from one yard out to make the score 31-

•
l

for 410 yards, and five touchdowns.
The Wildcats won 10-3 last year in

'

Florida.
Defensively, the WildcalS have one

of the top players in the conference in
senior linebacker Cedtjc McKiMon,
who has 31 tackles, 21 assisted cackles,
and one sack. Greg Baker, a senior
defeMive back, has 22 tackles and six
assists.
"We're concerned about their
quarterback, Donald Carr...if we can
contain him, we can have a good game,"

said Bethunc·Cookman defensive back
Coach Alvin Wyatt.
"I'hc keys to victory againM them
(Bethune-Cookman) are containing
the~

quarterback, and no big mistakes
or turnovers on our part. .•they will be
111&1)' after being scored on for 35
unanswered points, said Howard Head
Coach Sieve Wilson. both concerning
what their team's need to do to win.
-Ouiltopher Taylor
•

•

•

..
'

l:

•
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HILLTO P

5, 1990

•

ILLT PICS
HAPPENIN~S

I

H.U. takes Manhattan
(The New Yod< Trip)
Nov. 9-11 2 nights, 3days
Round .trip tramportation
Hotel Accomodations
*Company Tours•
SllS.00
Q\ock or money order only!
Call Veronica Watkins 797-1896
Lynn Harris
328-9431

PATRONS~ D i TO nm
~:~~ ' ~p=
AIL Hl!LIDP!CS. nm~ WlLL BE
DEAR

PRINl'ED NEXT
WE
APOLOGIZE RlR ~
!NCONV!ENC

'

•

CHRISTIANHOME
BANQUEr
ANNO

nm FINANCE CUJB

Noonday Prayer Ouistian F llowship and
Tom Skinner Associates
Howard
University, invite you to p Otristian
Homoooming Banquet "" Satuniay,
Octobcr 20. 1990, ,7p.m., at lhe "Phillips
Raphip'' teStaurant, 900 atcr Street,
S.W, Wuhington, D.C. Al Di, srudenlS,
ldministration. fac:ulty,
and
community are all invited.
enjoy a
1
delicious buffet dinner, 10uistian
entertainment and the Word~of God. For

more information, please

tact

°"""*

Michael C. Worsley, at
8067292 by

Rev.

9-5734 or

16

sATIJRDAY JiUtfJl
Big Vern &'I.Mo

will be selling
Com llogli

Date: Thursday, Oc:l.4 - Friday, Oct.5
lime: 11-3p.m.
Place: SB Sth Floor Student Lounge

10:00-un ·
SS.00 Cover. Drinks free bcforel2:00a.m.
No J-..No tennis
D required
in roajunction with Ra
dL&WencliB.

,.
12a.m.. Sal Oc 6 for
Belhune C.oobnan w. ~...ro foolball
game

I

Life

!

TIONAI.S!

,

Scvice, LwlCheon,

IM
' K St.
DownlDWn, 12thl&
Friday, October 1990
S-7p.m.

'.

}'S

.._..!

'

.

I
'

'

'!

•

OPPORTUNl'flES

Z.Cta Phi Bera Sorority, Inc.
l'l<scn5

''l.cta... Exccllcnce Wilhou1 Exception"

• Credit Analy&t.

'

Soiree
October 14, 1990
Gallery LoWlge
Blackbum Cmtcr
2:lOpm

•

• Staff Auditor

Dressy

BE SIITIIBD BY HOMECOMING!
• 2 b~ and 2 bOOncrtcs arc Siviting you to
• ' join their herd in their lara;e & spacioui
house. 3 blocks fn:m campm. 4 spaces
available from S28S-S350. Call Bea
Carey at 291-1480

More

I
I

lntcr-¥igious Bible

Study, M~y
5pm 11 CARP center. qu 263-4920.
World Peace prayer Moo~y's, 12 noon.

Ou•ide

~

Near tree. Call
-4920.
Parallels of. Histay. o·
ion lecture.
Thwsday 11, 1+30
and l Rm. ISO B kbum.
1ntem1tional Night

o·

presentation

on Unifica ·
Thwsday (,p.m.. C.11

265-4920.

Help homeless, elderly,

el"" children.

Call · for Vol un~
' Saturday project
. ~920.
'
Mowttain retreat
·
oo
Unification.ism. Oct 7, Call
CARP 26S-4olo.
.Fishin& 10Umalllenl Oct 6 7. F.nrrance
fee SIS.
Cill 26S-4
UNlflCATIONISM,
ror lhe

woi'!vi<"'

I

21st century.

'

......

·"'

Blackbum F~
lnie:rdencminationa~

.

of Management
The Marketing
present

\and
ub

5:00 _7:00 p.m., School of

Self-motivated, goal oriented, enthusiastic
salcspcnon nccdcd k> sell employee
beoofi• J>'Ckag~ Earn SJOO.S500/W~
part-time. Aexible hows including
weekends. No Experience necessary, no
"" necessuy.
Call Sran Johnson (202)543-9464(9a.m.5p.m.) (202)310-2261(24hrs)!

I

Room 585.

MISCELLANEOUS

•

;

•

•

•

'
SIOLEN' BLUE ASHER HK-ll';o-

MOtimAIN BIKE 19" FRAME WITH
SIDMANO Df.6RE xr CT>MPONENl'S.
•

'
•

<l'P OFFICE REGISTRATION • FAIL
•
1990
Rqis1n1tion for the Fall on~
rcauirmcnt pogtam and
other sczvia:s is Scp1ember 25 October 26. 1990, between

•

'.

•

•
•

FIRSI" CHICAG~

'

The First National Bank of ChicaQO

\
'

'

10, 1990,,

Wedn~ay,

JOBS

IF RlUND CAIL OlAKA 797-1390
H.U.B.S.

~a:r11en1

To learn m~ attend ur

'

Newly renowtcd rooms for rentAll
studcnG.. Bathroom each fkxr cooking
facilities. Near Univmity SJOOhnonlh.
One monlh security. 291 ·224

PID BETA SIGf;iA
lntutsl meetina; Ock!ba-\ lOth 7:00pm
Drew Hall Louilge.

"

&Son on

Wanted one female to share 1/2 of new 2
bdim apL, furnished, featuring ale, ww
carpet, microwave, located in Le Droit
Park within 3 blocks from campus, on
busline.
Fer Derails Call (202)723-4646

lAST SEEN 1AST MONDAY N!GHI'
IN FROITT OF R)lJNDERS' LIBRARY.

1

'

•

funUshed
C:..11 anytime few details. (202) n.3-4646

c.n CARP rcr saninar 263-4920.

The Sodely for lhe

•

•

ial Analyst

•

•

•"

Good Sccwiiy. 112 block rrum buslin<I
close to
Female to share l/.l of
new house fcaturin& IKEA fwnishing.
wuher/dryer, w/w carpet, miao-wave,
-~

tant

• Staff

CBJpus.

ATIN' AU Ohiooro. Oh~ club Moeting
!Oday (10/S) at 6:30 .• Rf: Elections &.

.

/

FOR RENT

•

Washingtott Marriott Ballroom
22nd Soee~ I

GAND

FOR ACCO

The Ladies or Alpha O\Bpter

'

•

'

R

presents

~ttire:

presents:
•An Egyptian sq;,.. '
A Night or Afrikan
October 12. I

'

I

"

·iy. !no

llEl£NE 8t SHAUN

The Valley

Socieiy ·
Gencnl Body oeting
W"'1esday, October 10. 1990
6'30pm ASB-B
100

JEWELS
• 1990

14¥E.

9a.m.

Abram Harris

•

5j>
I

The Ladies of Alpha O\aptcr
bclta Sigma Thcra Sororiiy, Inc.
presen5
The 131h AMual Walk-a-Thon
Satwday, Oct 13th

(202)347-96
1

MARaElll!

Congratulations k> the "NINE'' or
The Gentlemen of Drew Social Qub.
ontinue "the proud tradition of black
leaders and achievers."
We love you
' bros.
Fuzzie, Thumper, and McAy

AS.K.
(Al'!cr School Kids)
O.ys' Tuesday & Wodn<sday
Tune< 6pm-8pm
Place: St Augustine's Calholic Oi.urch
(15111 & V St)
Men arc encouraged to attend!

: 10:45

Happy Hour at

HAPPY 18TH BIRnIDAY

2·A-90

Alpha Cllapttt

I
•

NW

VC.

Skee-Wcc!

ThW prognud works!
No investment nocded.
Call l-&Xl-932-0528

"

•

Puppce

bolh!

•

I

You're Invited! Qc,k>lj., 7, 1~.
Mt Vcmm Place Olwch

900 Massachu.set1S

FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
SICXXJ
IN JUST ONE WEEK
Earn up to $1000 !in one week
•
• •
for your campus organLZabon
Plus a chance at

Djlta Sigma Theta Sororiiy, Inc.

UNDAYI

"

Poo! ·
Weloome k> Howlld!
Have Fun! I Love You!
Your "Angel",

5-A-90 8t 16-A-90
My sands and roomatcs,
We have a Sisterhood and a friendship
that can with.siand all odds. I love you

FAST

Dclto Sigma Theta Sororily, Inc.
Alpha Oiapter
pr<Sen•
Girard Slreet Shelter Tutorials
•
Doy. Mondoys
Tune< 6pm-8pm
Place: 1480 Glrard S1reet
(behind Meridian at 1 Sth & Girard St)
Men arc cnoouragcd k> attend!

Library at

I

many more together.
Luv Ya. Twla&Y

•

"

Event!

c Pageant
I Cllapel • 700pm

•

- --

•
;

;

- - - -Hey Biddy
·
I hope you likO<I your wa!De iron.
Happy Birthday and I hope WC Spclld-

Happy Bclatt.d Birthday to Elsa, Rahkcl
and v'"""'Happy Birthday to Kijifa.
Nyasha

PICKUP
8t DELIVERY, S2.S(Wpg.

Ext

1

PERSONALS

The Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha
thank
the entire Howard Community
for its oontnbutions to
the Nj~c Omawale Scholarship Fund.
Your gifts were greatly appreciated!

WaslL D.C.

Otrx:e oC Res.

UITIBR PERFECT'!
Call ('301)702-8817, ON CAMPUS

Sylvia's Hair Design
3013 Georgia Ave.
(202) 726-1537
Otrls $49.95 Sale 10/6/90

An Information Session
By Inv5or's Divers.if~ Seivku (IDS)
An American Express Subsidiary
Date: Tuesday, October 9, 1990
lime: (HJp.m.
\
Place: School of Business
faculty Lounge, Sth floor
REFRESHMEITTS WlLL BE SERVED.

RTYI
Oiapter Ill 900 St S.E.

I.

start

Get Your Hair Styled For Lc.ss

Prcseii~

After GAME

.Antntion All Louisiana
Meet in front of Foun

WAN!' YOUR PAPERS TYPED

October 15.
REGISTRATION DEADLINE'
October 26. 1990
DEADLINE FOR SUBMr!TING
CXJI J EGE INTERVIEW~ R>RM:
November 2. 1990
The above procedure is mandatory ror
participation in the program.
For funhcr infurmation, call 8067513.
Location: Student Rcsourc:e Center
2ad F1oor, CB. Powell Building
6th 8t Bryant Sis., 'NW.

The Finance Qub

H.U. vs Bcthune~n

A GRASS ROOTS

Octobcrl. Interviews

Braids $80.00 or less fit>I :10 people
except 10/13/90

--S~morc!

rt.;'

present

lll'.30a.m. • 3~m. Bring ID and cumnt
c.citi.f1C1tc of Registration
to present for materials.
Sign-ups for interviews begin

